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With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For

And With Firmness In The Right"

ROY, MORA COUNTYNEW MEXICO. SATURDAY,

Vol. XII

The Lecture Course Primary Tots Play
Prof. R. S. Trumbull, AgronoRy.
mist for the
writes us that he has arranged
with Prof. A. C. Cooley, Director
of the' Agricultural Extension
Service for New Mexico to hold
meetings on this Mpsa March 19
to 22d for the benefit of the farmers of the Mesa
More definite arrangements
E-P.-

S--

&

will be made soon and a program

announced at the easliest poss.
ible daté.
This course of Lectures will be
free to all and no one can afford
to miss them. This promised to
be the banner year for farmers
on this Mesa and it is up to us to
get all there is out of it. This
can't oe done by hard work alono
(an get the benefit of
advise and the experience of
others why waste time in experimenting to learn what we have a
chance to get from the others.
This is one great good that
comes to us as citizens and we
should take advantage of it. We
have demonstrated that this mesa
can support a 'large community
of modern farmers and if political conditions do not get so rank
as co drive us from it we can, by
learning better how to farm,
make it outclass many of the central states in products as is already does in climate.
Prof. Trumbull hps outlined
the following program and route
for the lecturers and has forwarded it to parties at each point
with the request that they assist
in carrying it out.
.
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Friday, March 19th, afternoon
and evening meetings at Liberty
and Pleasant View school bouses
Saturday, March, 20tb afternoon and evening meetings at
Roy and Mt. Olive schoolhouse,
Monday, March S2nd, after-anevening meetings at Mosquero and Solano.
Mr, M. R. Gonzales, whose address is East Las Vegas, will probably make a trip to the Mesa to
d

,

assist in arranging these meetings. The following persons are
expected to make up the list of
speakers:
Mr. A. C. Cooley, Director of
Agricultural Extension Service
for. New Mexico: Miss Dora Edna Ross, State Lecturer on Do.

.

mestic Science and Canning; Mr
R. W. Latta, Dairy Expert of
New Mexiso Experiment Station
Mr. M, R. Gonzales and Prof. R.
S. Trumbull.
In case the people of your community do not see fit to arrange a
meeting as scheduled in the above
program, they can arrange to at- -

The Operetta given under the
direction of Miss Beulah Wright
Primary Teacher in the Roy
Schools, by the little folks under
her charge at the Assembly Hall
in the School Building Monday
evening was a delightful little juvenile performance and required
no end of training and preparation
The ''Mother Goose" characters
represented were extremely
little chaps entered into the spirit of the play
with much enthusiasm, The attendance was quite laige in spite
of the snow storm prevailing at
the time.

MARCH 13. 1915,

New Elevator

NcS.

Owen-Gruni- g

J,J. Berry has staked out the

Wednesday Mar. 10th Mr.
Ben, G. Grunig and Mrs. Edna
S. Owen, both of Roy, were un
ited in marriage. The ceremony
was performed by hev. Guy B.
Hall at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
0. A. Butler, the latter being a
sister to the bride.
It was a quiet home wedding
no one being present except
members of the immediate family. The bride is a homesteader
and has a fine claim five miles
south east of town. The groom
has been identified with Roy for
several years and was a pioneer
here..
They will live on the bride's
ciaim where many friends wish
them happiness and prosperity.

plot 50x200 feet back of
Store granted the J. E.
Patton Grain Co. which he represents here for an Elevator. They
will proceed at once to errect an
office building and work will begin soon on the Elevator. It will
be a new building and machinery
thruoit, The deal for the Eleva
tor at French fell through so a
new one was ordered.
This is one of the best boosts
Roy has received lately. This
elevator comes because the busi
ness and prospects here warrant
it and no Bonus was asked or offered. This is but the peginning
Harmony Rebekah Lodge, of of the building boom that is comRoy is getting ready to initiate a ing to Roy and we gladly welclass of eight novitiates at their come it.
next meeting March 19th. The
A young son of John Bonomo,
members are meeting for rehear-sal- s The Deal whereby Fred Strong an Italian farmer north of town,
and arranging for a luncheon bacomes owner of the Barney fell from a load of baled hay at
for that evening and it will be a Tyler homestead south of town Mills Tuesday and fractured his
red letter day for the lodge.
and Mr. Tyler: gets
thigh, the wagon wheel passing
The recent revival and activity residence ini Roy has, been closed óvéf'andr crushing ''it.'." Dr. Bar
of the I. O.O. P. Lodge has contri- ' It has also resulted in the re- tholomew was called and sent to
buted much to this.
lease of a lease on the TyJer land Roy for Dr. Gibbs to assist in
by SamRatcliff for a considera- dressing ihe wound which is
The amount of farm machinery tion and the purchase of the OC quite serious.
that is now being sold daily in H. Kerns 320 acre claim and a
Roy and taken out to the farms half section School Lease north
John Gallagher drove tn from
of this vicinity is unprecedented of town.
the Ute Creek Ranch Tuesday
at this time of the year. The This seems to give each of and laid in a supply of provisions
farmers are getting anxious to these men what they want and against the season of bad roads
get busy with their crops and seems to be a very satisfactory ahead. He also attended the
are impatient to begin if it is ear- - deal all around.
given by the school childiy.
Mr. Ratcliff will get more ren and enjoyed it immensely
,
stock and fix up his new pasture
R. E. Gabriel, of Eudora, Kan- to suit his own ideas and is get- for an old bachellor.
sas came in Monday to visit his ting in line to make some money
cousin, C. F. Leonhard or Mills out of it.
Atencio Baca, a small boy from
Mosquero was bronght to Roy
who was at Dr, Self's hcspital
with his iniured hand. Mr. GabThe Christian Endeavor Socie- last Saturday with a fractnred
riel is so much impressed with ty will meet at 7 o'clock P.M. on and dislocated elbow. The case
this country that he wants to Sunday evenings in future ins was so serions that he was taken
possess soma of it and to exer- tead of 6 SO as heretofore. All on to Dawsou for treatment at
cise his Homestead right whicn are cordially inv ited to attend the Hospital.
he will likely do before ho leaves. these meetings which are always
Mrs, George Hutchinson left
made interesting and instructive.
Phil Higgins and wife left SunMonday for Modesta, California
Lawrence Butler with Fred
day to seek a climate where his
to visit relatives before taking in
health might be better. They Brown's new Buick 45 started to the Exposition.
think of trying Arkansas first, Clayton Tuesday afternoon with
John Now-liMr. Higgins was in Iowa last year Iryin Ogden Jr.
Miss Freda Guthnjan has been
and the two Sandsbury boys. seriously ill , for the past two
and came back here to winter.
He fiuds.the altitude here too It was a hard trip for any car to weeks but is convalescing.
'
and
cheapest
was
the
make
but
high for him. They have been
our most enthusiastic and most practical, way to get thereDr. Self had the misfortune to
homesteaders
we
and
successful
get stuck with his car out in the
regret that they can't remain here The Davis store has a new Gas Canyon east of town and had to
oline vendor set up in the street leave the car and come home on
where they want so be.
in front of the store. It is paint- horseback. The roads were too
Malaquias Baca of Mosquero, ed a brilliant Red and lettered so much for any car to negotiate.
Casimiro anyone can tell what it is. It
and his brother-in-law- ,
Gonzales, of Ocate were in Roy looks like a "NickhMn-the-slot- "
Mrs. Frank Seright and childWednesday calling on frienbs.
Machine but is convenient for
ren left Saturday for San Diego,
cars.
on
filling
tanks
the
tend at one of th other points.
California to attend the ExposiWe will come prepared to appear Mrs. P.P. Branch concluded her tion. They will make an extend,
at the six points mentioned
visit here Saturday and returned ed visitón the coast this sum- ' mer.
to her home in Denver,
Floer-sheim- 's
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thrice five was passed, and be began how his back ached? Whatever would so much time' in sleep I cant under-

Blossy do to Abe Rose if she could sus- stand."
to be confused.
"I don't think he la asleep," said No.
Once more Abe awoke, and inquired pect how he had tuckered out her "old
3.
"When I was upstairs . Jest now
man?"
the
to
reckon
if the pther were trying
my slippers, I heard him kind o'
Samfer
brooded
hoss,"
reglar
signals
a
"He's
and
wigwags
new
of
number
which the service had acquired since uel. "Oh, my feet!" grabbing a,t his sniffin' inter his pfller.
The laugh which followed brought!
they had worked for the government; right boot. "I'll bet yer all I got it's
1
keeper out of his office In his carthe
but on being Bhajply told to "Shet them air chilblains. That's what," be
pet
slippers, a patchwork quilt over1
speaking
unconsciously
aloud.
added,
up!" went to sleep again.
His quick eyes took 1m
his
shoulders.
slowly
He
Abe's
rubbed
lifted.
was
lids
trip
of
the
What the projector
really trying to recall was how many his eyes and yawned. He turned his the scene the lamp sputtering above
the table, the empty dishes, the two
times that day he had regretted sav- head on his hard, blue gingham-covere- d
pillow, and stared sleepily at the members of the crew sleepily Jocular
ing Abe from the devastating clutches
with their blue flannel elbows spreadl
other.
of the old ladies.
over
the board, the old man's rumpled)
Ain't
"Yew been noddin', Saml?
"Him need bardenin'?" muttered
t
bed,
and his brilliant cheeks
yer?"
a'ready,
He
are
sleepy
gittin'
Samuel blackly. "Why, he's harder
eyes.
only
"Why,
clock.
it's
glanced
at
the
now 'n nails an' hardtack!"
"Boys, you shouldn't have woke up
t
nine. Say, what's the matter
Again he ran over on his fingers the
By
list of high crimes and misdemeanors with me an' yew goin' west ter meet Cap'n Rose," he said reprovingly-"I'LOUISE FORSSLUND
afraid, sir," turning to Abraham,
No. 5? Leetle breath o' fresh, air!!
of which Abe had been guilty.
Author of
"that you find our manners pretty
First thumb, left hand Abe had make us sleep splendid."
"The Story oí Sarah"
rough after your life among the old
up
couch,
but
He
from the
started
insisted on extending their scooter
"Tba Ship of Dreams"
ladies."
wearitoo
heavy
with
dropped
back,
sail until he, Samuel, had felt his toes
Etc
Abe dropped his eyes in confusion.
ness to carry off his bravado. Samuel,
freezing in his boots.
Was
he never to be rid of those apron
discrepancy
noticing
not
the
however,
on
hand
forefinger,
left
Second
alstrings?"
Copyright by Tba Century Co.
being welcomed by the entire force at between speech and action, was
U
"Well, there's worse things than
ready
door leading upstairs.
at
they
long
the
how
asked
Hill
and
Bleak
CHAPTER XV.
good
stawomen," proceeded the captain.
"Yew don't drag me out o' this
expected to stay, Abe had blurted out,
J
we had a few over here." He
"I
wish
a
Yew're
"A hull week," explaining that Sam- tion ternight, Abe Rose.
The "Hardening" Process.
sighed
with
the quiet, dull manner of
yew
A
be.
reg'lar
hoss; that's what
station was very uel's rule requiring at least seven days
The
"
have lived long on the
men
who
the
regTar
reg'lar
A
a
regiar
every
hoss!
six months
Btill. Nos. 3 and 5 had gene out on of exile from his wife
they made the rule that
beach.
"Since
went
open
and
flung
He
door
in
returning
the
less
patrol. The seventh barred them from
the
eat and Bleep in the
must
men
the
smarting
feet
as
trudging
his
as
fast
hours time.
man was taking his twenty-fou- r
The keeper was a widower, all the could carry him up the steep and nar- station it's been pretty lonely. That's
off at his home on the shore. The
why there's so many young fellows in
keeper was working over his report other men were bachelors. How could row steps, wherein the passing of the Bervice
nowadays; married men
In the office. The other members of they be expected to understand? They other feet for many years had worn with families won't take the Job."
the crew wore upstairs asleep, and burst into a guffaw of laughter, and little hollows on either side.
"Them empty cottages out thar,"
Abraham limped from the couch to
Abe and Samuel were bearing each Abe, not even conscious that he had
Abe, pointing to the winadmitted
:
sputhimself,
him
called
the
and
door
after
confidence,
betrayed a sacred
other company in the messroom.
"Sam'l, don't yew want tew sleep dow, "does look kind o' lonesome
tered and laughed with the rest.
Abe lay asleep on the carpet-covereter rack an' ruin. Why, the
Samuel had half a mind to return by the fire? Yew seem a leetle softer
cofa which had been dragged out of
I
was over here every man had
winter
the captain's, room for him, so that tomorrow, "lest to SDite 'em." Let's than I be. Let me come upstairs."
wife
his
an' young 'uns on the beach,
There was no answer beyond the
the old man need not spend the night see, how many days of this plagued
me
'cept
an' Sam'l."
above. He week were left? Six. Six whole vicious slamming of Samuel's boots
in the cold sleeping-lof- t
keeper sighed,; and drew
Again
the
upon
the floor above.
was fully dressed except for his twenty-fou- r
hours away from Blossy
his
closer. "Now, it's JubI
coverlid
now
Abe
his
again,
voice
and
raised
laoots; for he was determined to con and his snug, warm, comfortable nest.
nothing
men,
but men. Not a
men,
a
came
of
answer
roar
by
wrath
from
in
She wasn't used to keepin' house
form to the rules of the service, and
petticoat in five miles; and I tell you,
Bleep with his clothes on ready for herself, neither. Would she remem- the cot next to Samuel's.
"Go to bed!" shouted No. 6, a burly, sometimes we get mad looking at one
instant duty.
ber to wind the clock on Thursday,.
Irishman. "Go to bed wid another, don't we, boys?"
growled and feed the canary, and water the
"Talk erbout him
The two young men had sobered.
ye! . Th' young folks do be nadin a
Samuel to himself, lounging wearily abutilón and begonias reglar?
and
their faces also had taken on that
schlape!"
In a chair beside the stove. "He's Jest
Grimly Samuel took up offense No. little
engendered by a life of dull rou
look
Btarfin' his life. He'B a reg'lar hoss. 3. Abraham had further toad tne men
among
sand hills at the edge ol
tine
here
I didn't think he had it in him."
CHAPTER XVI.
that he had besa brought over
lonely
sea,
with seldom the sound
a.
was
He
he
Samuel's tone wa3 resentful.
for a hardening process; but
voice
in their ears or the
of a woman's
was a little Jealous of the distinction willing to bet that if Samuel could
"A Reg'lar Hoss."
children.
of
little
prattle
which had been made between him keep up with him, he could keep up
Abe flung himself back on his hard
"For two months last winter nobodj
and Abe; and drawing closer to the with Samuel.
couch, drew the thick, gray blanket
near us," said Havens, "and we
came
fire, he shivered in growing distaste
Then followed offense on offense. over him, and straightway fell into a
get off ourselves, either, hall
couldn't
for the cot assigned to him with the Was Samuel to be outdone on hisown deep, childlike slumber from which he
The bay broke up into porritime.
the
old
frost
crew upstairs, where the white
field of action by an
was aroused by the rough but hearty
dge-ice
after that big storm around
'
Say on the window latches.
inquiry ;
ladies' darling? No!
yew dasn't risk a scooter
New
Year's;
What uncomfortable chairs they had
in the
"Say, Cap, like to have some oyster
When Abe sat for a half-hoFeels to me," he
catboat.
or
on
a
it
in this station! Samuel listened to lookout, up in the freezing, cold cu stew and a cup of coffee?"
to
rose
his feet, "as if it
as
he
added,
the mooing of the breakers, to the pola, and did duty "Jest to be smart,"
Abe sat up, rubbing his eyes, wonr
up
old
genuwine
was
a'
.blowin'
"wind rattling at the casements and Samuel sat there on top of his own dering since when they had begun to
again."
wondered if Blossy had missed him. 'feet, too.
serve oyster stew for breakfast on the
man helped him clear the
other
The
sitting
must
be
About this time she
When Abe helped drag out the ap beach; then he realized that he he table. "I'm goin' to get married in
rocker, combing paratus cart over the heavy sands Jor had not overslept, and that it was not
In her chintz-covereJune." he said suddenly, "and give up
out the ringlets of her golden-whitthe drill, Samuel helped, too. And morning.
this here blamed service."
hair in the cheery firelight.
The clock was striking twelve, the
how tugging at that rope brought back
"A wife," pronounced Abe, carrying
Now,, that would be a sight worth his lumbago!
midnight patrol was just going out. his own dishes into the kitchen, "is
eeing! Abe opened his mouth and
When Abe rode in the breeches and the returning "runners" Were bidbegan to snore. What disgusting, hide- - buoy, Samuel insisted on playing the ding him partake of the food they had dretful handy, onct yew git used to
us creatures men were, reflected sole survivor of a shipwreck, too.' and just prepared to cheer them after their her."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
(Samuel. Six months' living with an
climbing stiffly and lumberingly cold tramp along the surf.
went
woman had insen
unusually high-breThe old man whiffed the 6mell of
up the practise mast.
Personalities In Court.
eibly raised his standards.
refused to take a nap after the coffee, tempted, yet withheld by
Abraham
spend
Why should he
a week of his
Counsel used to insult one another
dinner; so did Samuel. Abe went the thought of Angy's horror, and the pretty
life with such inferior
freely in court. Mr. J. A. Foote,
sisters.
down to the outdoor carpenter shop in horror of the twenty-nin- e
K.
who was called to the bar in
beings; just for Abrahams sake for
C,
"Cap'n Abe" Clarence Havens, No.
the grove and planed a board Just for
in "Pie Powder":
1875,
writes
Abraham's sake, and to bear out a the
of exertion. Samuel planed 6, with a big iron spoon in his hand
not
custom for leading adthe
is
ory of his own, which he had already the love
"It
and a blue gingham apron tied around
two boards and drove a nail.
day to quarrel,
present
of the
concluded a mistake?
cot two schoolboys with his bronzed neck, put him on his vocates occasionally
"We've
eyes,
snort,
opened
with
the judga or
except
gave
a
his
Abe
mettle, however "Cap'n Abe, I tell
us," said the keeper and the crew
interval;
sleepily:
but it
is
luncheon
what
"This
during
muttered
the
and
that yew had more yew, we woman t nave waked no has not always been so, and things
"Ef I'd
I call a A No. 1 spree. Naow, termor
my Maltese cat," Samuel was other fellow of your age out of a sound
have been said in public, even by men
rer " But mumbling incoherently lives 'n
over Abe by this time, sleep. Cap'n Darby, he could snooze
acknowledged position, which apof
tie relapsed into slumber, puffing his mutterine"r
till doomsday; but we knowed you
"I'd"
when written
whistling
a
sound.
lipe out into
- pear almost incredible
Count, count went Captain Darby's wruldn t want to miss no fun a- down.
Samuel reached for a newspaper on
rattling goJg."
"I remember, for example, a Board
the table, folded it into a missile, and fingers. He heard the keeper
"Cap'n Sam'l does show his years,"
across
the
office
Just
papers
the
in
of
Trade inquiry, where the leader on
started to fling it into the innocent
say he was about Abe admitted. "Much obliged fer yew one side interrupted his opponent by
face of the sleeper. But fortunately for threshold, heard him
me up, boys," as he drew ou
Abraham, it was Captain Darby's cus- to turn in, and guessed Samuel had his boots. "I was dreamin' I was hun declaring that his nerves would not
kept
Samuel
likewise;
but
to remain in court unless
tom to count ten whenever seized by better do
gry. law, i wisn i naa a aonar apiece allow him
friend moderated his strilearned
his
an exasperated impulse, and at the on counting.
Count, count, went the arraigning for all the eyester stews I've et on dent voice. The strident one replied
minth number he regretfully dropped
Gradually he grew drowsy, this here table 'twixt sunset an' sun- that he would endeavor to do no I! his
fingers.
the paper.
'
Then he began to count in another but still he went over and over poor rise."
friend would turn away his ugly mug.
Under the stimulus of the unaccus- Both criticisms were perfectly Just."
iway. Using the forefinger of his right Abe's offenses,, counting on until of a
repast Abe expanded and be(hand as a marker, he counted under sudden be realized that he was no tomed
yarns of the old days on
(his breath, "one" on his left thumb, longer numbering the sins of his com- gan to tell
Getting Him the Other Way.
good old days.
His
(then after a frowning interval, "two" panion; he was measuring in minutes the beach the
Her
eyes
Father You have been paying
grew
his
sparkled.
red,
on hia left forefinger, "three" on the the time he must spend away from cheets
Yon
to my daughter.
attentions
back
and
leaned
from
the
besmoked
He
jmAddie digit, and so on, giving time Blossy and Twin Coves, and the
yet?
proposed
table, and ate and drank, smoked and haven't
canary and the cat.
far thought to each number, until he gonias and the Blossy
His Lordship Not yet, sir.
ate again.
say
could
she
if
would
bi3
fingers
of
What
(had exhausted the
left
Her Father Now let us come right
asyew
boys,"
amongst
he
"A week
tbnad and was ready to start on the feel the temperature of the room in
to business. What will you take
down
be
gaily,
tew
the
"is
fcijM. ...
which he was supposed to sleep? serted
not to propose?
Qffint, const, went on Samuel, until What would Blossy Bay if she knew makin' of me. Haow Sam'l kin waste
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Church Directory

has psased the House at
Santa Fe to remove the restrictions from Gambling in New Mex
ico. Heretofore the law was so
strict that, according to the letter
of the law you could not sow wheat
in the fall and take a chance on
its making a crop next year with
out violating the Law - - which
said that "Any game of chance by
by what soever name knovvn or
how-sever played" is gambling.
We can see tha t the law needed
modifying but it seems it might
haye been left on in a form to
prevent or control the vicious
forms of gambling which supports a few in idleness and robs
their victims of the price of their
children's food and clothes.
Like some even more important matters all must be made

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

,

arjd Publisher

Subscription

Lo ose the Tiger
A bill

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Editor

SPANISH-AMERICA-

startling possibility

of the
salary bill

Republican, county
has been called to public attention Ralph C. Ely, Republican
state chairman, who points out
that in the event the present legislature redeems the Republican
party pledge to establish a maximum tax rate of one percent, all
the second, third, fourth and fifth
class counties will be raised to
counties of the first class, and
their officers will be entitled to
the exorbitant salaries provided
officers of 1st class counties. Sec- subservient to "Political
o

tion 10 of the bill provides

after January

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M,
at Christian Churcn.
Your
presence is necessary.
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
CATHOLIC
Mass once eaclrmonth

.

'

I. O. O. F.

Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
Visiting members always welcome
Win. G. Johnson,
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

at the

Harmony Rebekah
Lodtoe No.

24.

D.

of R.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
BAPTIST
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
Visiting members always welFirst Sunday in each month. month,
'
come.
Servicf 11 k. M.f 7.30, P. M.
Mrs. Emilia Kitchell, N. G.
Rev R. A. Prick , Pastor.
Miss. Blanche Kitchell, Secy.

Christian

Modern Woodmen
of America

RevO wTiearn, Elder
Services fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Lord's Supper at
Morning Service.

Exped-iency"- ',

1, 1917, the classiThe action of the Senate in
fication of counties shall be gov- killing in ten minutes Fourteen
erned by the assessed valuation House measures involving an
as fixed by the preceding calenexpenditure of over

Not CampNo.14361

Methodist Episcopal

Service at Roy 3rd. ' Sunday of each
$500.000.00 was commendatory month 7:30. .
in them and proved that the Ma- Mills 1st Sun. 11 a. m. 4th Sun.7:3p.m
jority in the Senate appreciated Solano 2nd And 4th Sundays 3 p. m.
the vicioLisness of the Coal Oil Mosquera 2nd and 4th Snndays 11 a.m.
Rev. S. L. FORD, Pastor.

opinion that with a maximum tax
rate of one per cent there is not a
county in the state that., would
not show at least $14,000,000 in Graft, the placing of the Cattle
taxable property.
Sanitary Baord in the hands of a
The Republican bill, under pre- few chosen Sheep men and the
sent conditions, provides for the added $08,000.00 to the the Asdistribution; in the seven years sessing graft of the County salnecessarily covered by the act, aries bill.
to approximately 450 persons of
$3.000.000.00
of the people's

money.

Homestead Lodge, No. 46

M. D .GIM13.

Catholic Church. Dates announced in .advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,

that

dar year, and Mr. Ely holds the

Lodge Directory

Professional Cards

J.

B.-LusK-

Attorney

at Law,

Two brothers by the name of
Gowdy arrived in town Tuesday
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
from Elk City Oklahoma and went
to me.
Homestead Hunting. They are
New, Meyico,
fine appearing: young men and we Rcy,
hope they will lind something to
These measures were subject tie on to.
to the Governor's Veto and can
M. D.
didates for it so the Senate mereMosquero
of
was
Merry,
Mrs.
ly killed thpm to get the credit
Roy Wednesday on business. Physician and Surgeon
for it and mend the record of in
their majority which heaven She is a new homesteader at Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
town and one of the well ed
knows needed fixing.
Here's that
Ry.
you
hoping the next Legislature may ucated and refined worried
surprised to find on a
Office
be dominated by men big enough are always
claim but the kind who malee the
Fairview Pharmacy
that they can be neither bought
nor intimidated by the Republi- best homesteaders.
ROY, NEW MEXICO
can Caucus-Lobby- .
Nothing has
Judge Foster has had a coping
been done this time that can't be
undone or remedied two years put on the front of liis new busi c
Li
adds
week.
block
this
It
ness
M.
H.
KOCH
hence save the million of dollars
arrange for us all to pay to the greatly to the appearance of the Funeral Director Licensed Embalmer
Republican Campaign Fund and building.
TUCUMCAR'. N. M.
:
PHONE 116
;
we can pay that and still beat
Dean Tyler and wife returned,
them if the people will merely
wake up and, do their duty to to Roy Thursday. They have
been at one of the Coal Camps
themselves,
A.S.HANSON
to the north for some time.

GIBBS

Fergusson Honored
The people of New Mexico
learn with pride of the appointment of Hon. Harvey B. Fergus-soto the very- responsible position of private secretary to Sec-

n

-

retary of State William Jennings
Bryan.
The position is a highly honorable one, and retains in the pub
lie service one of the best equip
ped men in the southwest a man
whose services to New Mexico
have been of incalculable value
and who is justly popular with
everybody except a few disgrun
tied office seekers who could not
understand that there were not
enough federal positions for every
democrat in New Mexico who
wanted one'
As private secretary to the secretary of state, Mr. 'Fergusson
is in position to serve the interests of New Mexico more effectively than while a member of
congress. The prestige and the
fact that he is in Washington,
meeting daily the men with
whom he served in congress, gives him opportunity to shape much
of the legislation needed by the
people of the state.

,

Notary Public

Mrs. Ethel Rainbow of Mills,, Col. O. C. Reddic arrived
was the guest of Mrs. Ethel Thursday from his visit in Penn.
Harper Thursday evening.
and went on to Mills in order to
get back to his claim as soon as
Hugh Mitchell made Final possible. We are glad to welProof on his claim Monday at come him and gladder still that
this office.
be was anxious to come.

J, M. Beard called Monday to The plan to change the County
learn why'his paper didn't come seat of Mora County from Mora
and we figured him as the party to Wagon Mound was defeated
who handed us a years subscrip- in the House Tuesday by a vote

tion some time ago and we got of 34 to 10. Hon, Alfonso Lucero
him on the wrong" number. He of Chacon, presented the fact
will get from now on.
that we were now paying $4,000.
00 a year interest on the present
'
Mrs. J. S. Russel was serious- Court House Bonds. and to double
Remember the sale at Mrs. ly ill this week put is reported it would be wronging the taxbetter.
Christman's March 16th.
payers.
'

.'

i

.

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.

NEW MEXICO

ROY,
U. N. Nutter,

O.

H, Kerns,

Nutter-Kerrt- s

Realty, Co.
Business entrusted to
our care will receive
,

prompt and careful

at-

tention.
Nutter-Kern-

s'

Real Estate Co,
N. M.
Roy,
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MISERY

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

GAS, INDIGESTION
"Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
Time it! Ia five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cecase 'of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable-l- ife
is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it;
it without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which don't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.

Western Newspaper Union New Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS.

April
Annual Meeting Southwest
ern New Mexico Cattle Growers Association, at Silver City.
2-- 3.

The bear grass factory at Tucum- cari is making progress.
The farmers are busy lining up their
work for spring planting.
Twice as much wheat has been
sown in the Curry district as last season.

s

The Senate passed the $2,000,00 fed- eeral good roads aid memorial unanimously.

.

demonstration was held in Tu- cumcari against the suggested divis
en of Quay county.
More than 200 Masons sat down at
the banquet table in the Scottish rite
athedral at Santa Fé.
The general banking law, indorsed
by the state bankers, was passed by
the House by a vote of 32 to 13.
Cora A. Sanford has been appoint
ed postmistress
at Cloverdale and
Eugenio Romero postmaster at Mora.
The Chamber of Commerce banquet
in honor of Col. Geo. E. Bushnell, at
Silver City, was distinctly a military
affair.
West will be connected with the
All for the Ladies.
county
seat by telephone shortly. The
erect
Bombay
will
I
see
Church
poles
are
set but the wire is yet to
interdangerous
at
street
road mirrors
sections to warn traffic of vehicles ap- be strung.
proaching from around corners.
A. N. Blazer of Mescalero states
Gotham But how will they know that the Indians had a very success
ful year for 1914 and raised a big
the mirrors are there?
"By seeing all the women around crop of oats.
em."
The postoffice and
store at Rodeo was broken into by
DRINK LOTS OF WATER
yeggmen and the postoffice safe
TO FLUSH THE KIDNEYS robbed of its contents.
Revenue stamps wort' $25,000 were
Eat Less Meat and Take Salts for received by John L. Zimmerman, in
charge of the United States revenue
Backache or Bladder Trouble-Neutr- alize
stamp
office at Santa Fe.
Acids.
A shocking death was that of Wil-iaHarold Woods at Thoreau, when
Uric acid in meat excites the kid
neys, they become overworked; get he was struck and instantly killed by
sluggish, ache, and feel like lumps of an eastbound Santae Fé train.
lead. The urine becomes cloudy; the
The Southwestern New Mexico Cat
bladder is irritated, and you may be tle Growers' Association is to hold its
obliged to seek relief two or three first annual convention in Silver City
times during the night. When the kid Friday and Saturday, April 2 and 3.
neys clog you must help them flush
The construction of the ore mill in
off the body's urinous waste or you'll the Pinos Altos district, which when
be a real sick person shortly. At first completed will represent an expendi
you feel a dull misery in the kidney ture of $25,000, is now well under way.
region, you suffer from backache, sick
Raton had ten inches of snow on the
headache, dizziness, stomach gets sour,
2nd,
the heaviest snowfall of the wintongue coated and you feel rheumatic
ter. North, the snow is reported two
twinges when the weather is bad.
inches deep
Eat less meat, drink lots of water; feet deep, and fourteen
Vegas.
also get from any pharmacist four from Springer to Las
son of CandelaThe
ounces of Jad Salts; take a table- was instantly
Raton,
Silva
rio
of
East
glass
of water before
spoonful in a
when
a
revolver with
killed
your
days
and
breakfast for a few
kidneys will then act fine. This fa which he was playing was discharged
mous salts is made from the acid of and the bullet hit him in the eye.
grapes and lemon juice, combined
Two more big attractions have been
with lithia, and has been used for added to the New Mexico building at
Exposition.
generations to clean clogged kidneys the
and stimulate them to normal activity, One is a gold brick; the otner is the
also to neutralize the acids in urine, largest lump of coal ever mined.
so it no longer is a source of irrita"Not guilty" was the verdict of the
tion, thus ending bladder weakness
jury
in the Hershal Taylor murder
In.
Tad Solfa la inoTrnonnlvo. w, rnnnnt
case at Clovis. The jury further rec
jure; makes a delightful effervescent ommends that the Court admonish the
'
lithia-wate- r
drink which everyone defendant to lead a better life in the
now
and then to keep the future.
should take
'
kidneys clean and active. Druggists
Approximately 1,000,000 head of cat
here say they sell lots of Jad Salts to
valued at $47,500,000 were in New
tle,
folks who believe in overcoming kidat tne ena oi .tne last nsca
Mexico
nav trrmnio nn a ir is. nn v Trnnn e year,
30, 1914, according to the
Nov.
Adv.
biennial report of the State Cattle
Sanitary Board, now in the hands o:
Among Those Present.
"Did Blinks exhibit at the horse Governor McDonald.
A bill to give the state of New
show?"
"Well, he made an ass of himself."
Mexico an official flag was introduced
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
in tlfe House by Representative Fred
O. Blood of San Miguel. A beautifully
Stubborn Throat troubles are easily re- embroidered flag, answering the bill's
lieved by Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops. description of the official state ban
They act like magic oc at an .uruggisia.
ner, was 'sent to" the clerk's desk witr
the measure.
The counterfeiter makes money dia
honestly, hut there are others.
nt

KA.

en-jo- y

.

fifteen-year-ol-

d

.22-calib- er

Panama-Californi-
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SALARY

COUNTY

BILL

LOSING HOPE
REPASSED

BY LEGISLATURE
OVER GOVERNOR'S VETO.

I'JQRi AN VERY ILL

Figures Showing-Salarieof Various
Officers in the Five Class In
Which State Is Apportioned.
s

Finally Restored To Health
By Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Santa Fé. The salary bill passed
Eellevue, Ohio.
both. Houses of the Legislature. Gov- state before I took
ernor McDonald vetoed the bill, but
the Legislature passed it over his veto
s
majority,
by the necessary
the State Senate approving by 1C to
6, and'the House by a vote of 34 to 14.
ti mm
The bill as adopted Is as follows:
Counties of the first class Those
with an assessment of more than $14,- two-third-

.

000,000.

County commissioners, $800.
Treasurer - collector, $3,000, with
$1,000 additional for deputy hire.
Assessor, $3,000, with $1,000 addi
tional for deputies.
Sheriff, $3,500, not to exceed $1,500
for deputies.
County clerk, $3,000, with $1,000 lor
deputies.
Probate judge, $800.
Superintendent of schools, $2,000.
Surveyor, $10 a day for each day
actually employed under order of the
board, not to be employed for more
than 150 days in each year.
Counties of the second class Those
with an assessment between $8,125,000
and $14.000,000.
Commissioners, $C00.
Treasurer-collectowith
$2,200,
$1,000 for deputies.
Assessor, $2,200, witn $1,000 lor
deputies.
Sheriff, $2,700, with $1,500 lor
deputies.
Clerk, $2,200, with $1,000 for dep
uties.
Probate judge, $G00.
Superintendent of schools, $1,800.
Surveyor, $10 a day for each day
actually employed, not to exceed loo
days.
Third class Those with an assess
ment between $6,500,000 aud
r,

"I was in a terrible
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable

Com-

My back
achéduntil I thought
it would break, I had
pains all over me,
nervous feelings and

pound.

troubles.. I

periodic

was very weak and
run down and was
losing hope of ever

being well and

strong. After taking Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound I improved
rapidly and today am a well woman. I
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
cannot say too much for your Compound.
Would not be without it in the house if
it cost three times the amount "Mrs.
Chas. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Belle
vue, Ohio.

Woman's Precious Gift.
The one which she should most zeal
ously guard, is her health, but it is
the one most often neglected, untu
fiorría ailment Deculiar to her sex has
fastened itself upon her. When so af
fected such women may rely upon Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a
remedy that has been wonderfully successful hi restoring health to suffering
women.

the slightest doubt
Vegeta
Pinkham's
that Lydia E.
Tf van havft

ble Compound will help you,write
to Lydia lS.Pinkham Meaicineuo.
(confidential) Lynn,Mass., for advice. Your letter will he opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.
including at m m
T
V
0.

Commissioners, $400.
Treasurer-collector-

,

$2,400,

deputies.
Assessor, $2,400, Including deputies.
Sheriff, $2,400, with $800 for dep
uties.
Clerk, $2,400, including deputies.
Probate judge, $400.
Superintendent of schools, $1,500.
Surveyor, $10 a day for each day
actually employed, not to exceed sev
enty-fiv- e
days.
Fourth class Those with an assess
ment between $4,375,000 and $6,500,000.
Commissioners, $300.
Treasurer-collector- ,
$1,750, including
deputies.
Assessor, $1,750, Including deputies.
Sheriff, $1,750 witn $700 lor aep
uties.
Clerk, $1,750, including deputies.
Probate judge, $300.
Superintendent of schools, $1,400.
Surveyor, $10 a day for not more
days.
than seventy-fivFifth class Those with an assessment of less than $4,275,000.
Commissioners, $300.
Treasurer-collector- ,
$1,200, including
deputies.
Assessor, $1,200, including deputies
Sheriff, $1,500, with $500 for dep
uties.
Clerk, $1,500, including deputies.
Probate judge, $300.
.Superintendent of schools, $1,300.
Surveyor, $10 a day for not moro
than fifty days.
Representative Sena of San Miguel
county has introduced a bill in the
of the
House for the
New Mexico Mounted Police, the cap
tain to be appointed by the State Senate at a salary of $1,800 a year. The
force went out of existence, when the
last Legislature failed to make an ap
propriation for its support.
Miss Elizabeth Garrett, blind daugh
ter of the late Pat Garrett, the fam
ous New Mexico peace officer killed a
few years ago, appeared before the
House of Representatives and sang a
New Mexico state song of her own
composition. Eulogies of her late
father were delivered by various mem
bers and resolutions of appreciation
passed.

m

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Nine times in ten when the liver is
right the stomach and bowel3 are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently butfirmly com;
pel a lazy liver to .f
RADTFPS
do its duty.
Cures Con- if
I1IVFH I
ltipation, Ir JF
PILLS.
digestion,
Sick

"yin!""
A
--

I

Headache,'

and Distress After Eating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

e

0
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed

For Douches

In the local treatment of woman's ills,

such as leucorrhoea and inflammation, hot
douches of Paitine are very efficacious.
No woman who has ever used medicated
douches will fail to appreciate the clean and
healthy condition P.axtine produces and the
prompt relief from soreness and discomfort
which follows its use.This is because Paxtine
possesses superior cleansing, disinfect- -

ing ana Healing properties.

For ten years the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co. has rec
ommended

Paitine in

their

private correspondence with women, which proves its superiority. Women who have been
relieved say it is " worth its

Wfiicrht In irnld." At drUETtristS.
50o. large box or by mail. Sample

free.

The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Masa,

READERS

bW?

tised In its columns should Insist upon having what
tber ask for. refusing sU substitutes or Imitation

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

11-19- 15.
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Will have more"Cents"

The Store of

QUALITY
Ao R. Davis,
In the New Foster
Block, Roy, N. M
Try out Our Swell New
(
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The social ai the Nelson Hive
Sáturday evening was very enjoy-ablspent in various contests and
conversation. Ábelicious luncheon was served at a late houa.
The guests or departing hoped
ed that Mrs. Christman and the
Misses Nelson's would entertain
again soon.

Mrs Harry Wortman and son
Grant left Tuesday for Dawson

Run By

o

Valley
y

If you take them to

M eat M ark

Kansas

et
30E

where the la tter has gone to
have an operation performed on
his arm which was broken last
week by jumping from a wagon.
F. M. Ogden and famil ; were

en-

tertained to Suuday dinner at
th&L.A. Brown home.
Despite the snopy weather and
bad roads many of the faumers
have made business trips to Roy
Such weather as wc have experienced the past two weeks have
made us appreciate more fully
the blessings of having an oblig
ing rural mail carrier.
George Lucas ,aud W Fred
Ogden were business visitors at
Chicosa Rrnch the first of the
week,

Supper will be given at Messrs Hugh Mitchel and
Pleasent View School Saturday Jame3 Christman returned last
Nigtit. Feb. 13th to which all are week from a trip to the moon-taininvited. Proceeds for the School
in search of some good
horses. They were fortunate in
Henry West orders the S A. buying two splendid teams.
A Box

IpERSONAL and
LOCAL

A herd of over four hundred
duck on the lakes and went out
head of yearling steers that had
Monday to see them for himself
been purchased by T. E, Mitchell
We have not heard ' of and great
number coming back with him. on the Mesa was camped at Black
Lake several days of last week,
waiting for the snow storm to
A new "Knight of ihe Grip"
subside.
They will be pastured
was in town Tuesday. He was
Mitchell
the
ranges this summer.
making his presence felt and no
one had a chance to overlook that
Vidal Martinez, the cattle man
he was with Mefcz & Armstrong,
from Burro canyon was a caller
of Raton and was coining again.
at this office Wednesday, He
usually comes here to attend to
Hermann Klee, is the new
Co

his correspondence. He reports
the snow and cold rain of late is
causing him the loss of some
young calves.

Mrs. Fanrie
arrived from Konsas City Wednesday to visit. her mother Mrs.
Mrs. J. Frank Smith and Mrs.
Leach and other relatives. City
Osborne, of Mosquero, returned
life seems to have agreed with
this week from theis old home in
her but she also seems glad to
Iowa, where they were called by
get back home.
the illness and death of their
mother, Mrs Lucinda Rea, who
Jno. W. Goodnight; Geo.
was a pioneer when Iowa was a
Mr Evans, Mr. King and homestead country.
several other Abbott people were
in town Wednesday, Mr. GoodW. Free Ogder. is marketing
night is arranging to file on some his last year's bean crop this
land in his vicinity.
week at an attractive price.
Leach-Dietteric-

s,

g

Sunt.

at the reports of millions of wild

I

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And be- -'
cause it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political party.

60 cts.

A

MONTH

BY MAIL

Albuquerque
Morning Journal
War Fool.
Let the gulled fool the toil of war
pursue, where bleed the many to enrich the few. Shenstone.

Cleaning- - Pressing
--

Clothes Made to
Your Measure.
at the
CITY TAILOR SHOP

C C. Raybi rn,

Prop.

New Mexico.

ROY,

Roy Bakery and
Delicatessen
"The home of Good

Look top Ayreeabla Things.
Don't look too hnrd except for soma--hinagreeable; we can find all the
Get your masks for the MasJisagreeable things we want between
querade Ball at the P. 0. Lobby. )ur own
G. R. Burgedorff got excited
hats and boots. Leigh

Hig-gin-

THE JOURNAL

s,

A Car Load of Shingles sent to him again. He will remain at Roy for some time and
added to our Lumber Stock wants
the news.
this week, Goodman Merc Co

clerk at the Goodman Merc.
Store.

Everbody Reads

Things to Eat"
Lunch Counter in Connection

Fresh Bread,

Pies and Cakes
Every Day.

Special Orders given Careful '&
Prompt atention. Beds to Rent.
-

Corn Cobs $1.00 a load.
Goodman Mercantile Co.

In the
Bruce Hotel, Roy, N. M.
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The ROY GARAGE
F. S. Brown, PropY
AUTO LIVERY
Repairs on all Makes of
Cars by Expert Mechanics.
New and Modern Building
Cars Bought, Sold and
Exchanged
ROY

New Mexico
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THE

BUSY CHAIRMAN
William' F. McCombs,
of

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

liil'COMBS

chairman

the Democratic national commit-

tee, practices law in New York between campaigns, but he does not
neglect the Important task intrusted
to him by the leaders of his party. '
He keeps in close touch with the
sentiment of the country, and President Wilson considers him one of his
City Called Washington Is Not Known to the Law
most valuable advisers concerning
proposed national legislation,. Occasionally Mr. McCombs runs down t(?
It cannot be proved by the census office that anyone Hves;
WASHINGTON.
Washington and confers with the
Washington. Congress convenes there, but knows the
president, and recently after one of
city not Verily, Washington is a literal example of what a wit once called
these trips he said he was planning
Boston, "a state of mind," and only by
to call a meeting of the national coma man or a postal guide can its exmittee this spring and that its memistence be proved.
bers and others probably would have
Time was, however, when there
a big dinner to celebrate two years of
was a City of Washington, with deDemocratic national rule.
fined limits, a charter and a city govAlready Chairman McCombs and
ernment, but since the abolishing of
his associates are laying their plans
the charter in 1871 and the establishfor the campaign of 1916, and they
ment of the territorial form of govpredict a sweeping Democratic vicernment in the District it is an actual
tory. This forecast thev haa Inrp-oifact that Washington has no legal
OvlJ
on the personal record of the president, and during the campaign especial
existence, no government, no properstress will be laid on that record, whether or not Mr. Wilson is a candidate
ty, no citizens; that the city, which
for
was dreamed of In the early days as a memorial to the first president
President Wilson's friendship for and confidence in Mr. McCombs are of the United States, Is called Washington only by courtesy.
based on long acquaintance, going back to the time when the latter was a
There are only two business transactions that concern the city as a city;
Princeton student of the class of 1898.
you can buy a railroad ticket or mail a letter to or from Washington.
People will tell you olfhand that Washington is coterminous with the
District of Columbia. That is a resonable conclusion, but it is not supported
by any legal definition; and, moreover, there Is no specific authority for the
HAMMOND FOUND A WAY-origin of this name as applied to the federal territory.
It is understood that legislation is about to be Introduced to change all
this,
fathered by one who contends that it was intended from the very beginJohn Hays Hammond is not only
ning
that the federal capital bear the name of Washington; wherefore, If
one of the foremost mining engineers
the
District
of Columbia and the federal capital are synonymous, the former
in the world. He is also a "good
6port," as is illustrated by this little term is a corruption which has crept in and should be discarded.
story: Some years ago Mr. Hammond
s
took charge of the Colorado mines of "Made-in-Americ- a"
Flags for the Coast Guard
an
English syndicate, and found on
v.:
the books a claim of a Colorado
gap
Springs promoter for $35,000..
"
flags may be substituted for the bunting that now
111 flies from coast guard cutters and stations. The coast guard is exHammond got hold of. the. claimant and talked with him about it over perimenting with flags of cotton material, with the possibility of substituting
the phone. The latter said that he uuiiun nags ror me Dunting nags
could do nothing about it and that bearing the devices of the revenue
any proposition must go through his cutter and
services, as
'h,
Hn
í
Av-lawyer. He agreed to meet Ham- fast as they wear out and are retired
mond in Colorado Springs and talk from service. The cotton flags may
to him further about the case.
also replace the signal flags on coast
:üSfv
Mm.
Hammond came down from the guard cutters, if the tests being made
mines, armed with a blank check, meet with approval.
determined to wipe the claim off the
The bunting flags, when wet and
company's books, even if he had to frozen, conditions that are accompay the claim, as business was good. panied by strong wind, are frazzled
Most promoters and miners, he rea- out on the ends quickly, and are soon
soned, have the gambling Instinct, unserviceable. It is claimed for th
and he decided to resort to a game of cotton flags that they will weather these conditions and be neatly as good as
chance if he failed to reach an agreement with the claimant in any other ever. Also, the cotton flag costs about half as much, as
the bunting flag; a
way.
considerable item of expense, where there are 329 flags flying daily, as
He found the man immovable on the proposition to split the difference many more in shipholds and station lofts, and also 17,000 signal flags, countand settle the case. Finally he said to his man: "Look here, you and I are ing sets in use and those in reserve, owned by
the coast guard.
business men. If we let the lawyers fight this matter out what will you get?
There are 44 coast guard cutters in service, and most of them having
Practically nothing. Tell you what I'll do. Let's toss a coin. It's $35,000 or one or more extra flags besides
the one flying from the peak. A flag is flying
nothing."
daily from each of the 285 'coast guard stations on shore, and perhaps as
It was agreed to and the claimant tossed the coin. "Head," called Ham- many more are held in reserve. ) Each coast guard cutter carries at least
mond, and heads it was. And the case was settled then and there, the loser twenty-sisignal flags of the international code, making a full set.
signing a release of all claims on Hammond's company.
,
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Post Office Inspector on a Long Honeymoon Trip
FROM MAIL CAR TO CONGRESS
Three short years ago Carl C.
Van Dyke sorted mail in a railway
post office car.

jr

INSPECTOR
POST OFFICE
Joe P. Johnston

E. P. SMITH walked into the office of Chief

the other day as the head of the postal secret,
service was perusing the list of post offices that had not been checked up.
In the list the chief found the
fourth-clas- s
THIS will
office on the Island of

.íW

Today he is in Washington, cerAREAÜ
Guam, the only federal postal station
tified as the new member in the house
in this insular possession. Investiga--from the Fourth Minnesota district,
tlon had disclosed that no Inspection
to succeed Frederick C. Stevens, Rehad been made of the office since
publican, who for nearly a score of
1908 six years.
Although it Is a
years had been returned again and
small office one of the very smallest
'
again from this district until beaten
In the chain of thousands, the law reby the young Democrat who came
quires that the postmaster be checked
almost directly from the mail car to
"
up annually.
make his campaign.
we
seems
have neglected
that
"It
Van Dyke is not yet thirty-fiv- e
Guam," mused Johnston.
years of age. Big of frame and
"Neglected who?" inquired Smith.
with a countenance in which a
"Guam," repeated the chief. "How long will It take you to get ready
"fighting" chin and jaw and clear
to go there?"
brown eyes are the predominating
"1 am ready," answered Smith, figuring that he was to, be dispatched
features, he looks the part of a man
'
ordinary journey. "Where is it?"
an
on
who has "fought his way up," as he
"On the other side of the world," said Johnston, without cracking a smile.
has done.
go home and pack up. You will need a trunk for this trip. You
"Better
Van Dyke claims to be a Scancover
will
about twenty-fivthousand miles before you get back."
dinavian, his mothe.r having been a 3 '
V
Arts.
X
good
J
reporter,
a
Smith,
like
'
did as he was told. When he returned In
native of Norway. He himself was
was
morning
accompanied
he
the
by a pretty little woman.
born in Alexandria, Minn., of which
wife,"
"My
said,
introducing
Mrs. Smith to his chief. "If you have no
he
war
town he is still a resident. He served through the
I
will
objections
me.
I will pay her expenses. We never have
take
her
with
with the Fifteenth Minnesota regiment, and after its close became a railway
trip
honeymoon
looks
a
this
had
and
like a real chance."
real
working
conditions for
mail clerk. He interested himself in obtaining better
gave
consent
a few minutes the gleeful Smith
Chief
and
his
in
Johnston
organization.
national
of
president
their
the mail clerks and later became
'
way
to
on
were
Union
station.
the
delegation.
new
Minnesota
only
in
the
Is
Democrat
He
the
muB-cula- r,
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Hilario Gomez is in school again
A VETERAN
days
after
absence
WITH
He
several
MANY WOUNDS
has
PUBLISHED EVERY WEEK BY
just
recovered from an attack of
At Wilson Creek I was wounded in
THE MANlAL TRAINING CLASS.
EDITOR. measles and we are glad he is able to the head and shoulder ard lost the
JOHN BROCKMAN
sight of my right eye,
RESSIE KIICHELL' ASSISTANT return to his school duties.
At Corinth Miss, the Cth Missouri
ASSISTANT."
JEANETTE LUSK
went
into battle with 347 men, and al
Those of the fifth and sixth grades
ALL
REPORTERS
STUDENTS.
who have been Deither absent or roll call after the battle only thirty- School Board
tardy during the past live . month of five answered for duty the rest having
Mr. J. Floershiem
Chm. school are : Richard Kerns, Lloyd been killed or wounded. In this battle
Mr. 0. H. Kerns
Sec.
ScU, GertrudeBruce end Gen3vieve I was wounded in the foot, side, and
member.
Mr. P. A. Roy
thru the shoulner. At Port Gibson .1
Brown.
was knocked senseless by a shell and
.
Frin.
J. E. Russell
left for dead, and have been dtaf ever
Mrs. C.L. Russell 7th and 8th Grade.
Etna FloersLem returned to school since.
6th.
Miss Shirley Nuttter 5th and
Wednesday after several veeks absen
At Black River, when the 61st TenneMiss Grace Collins
3rd and 4th.
ce We hope that she will be able to ssee gave Way on the railroad that
Miss Blanche Kitchell
stay in school the remainder of the crossed our works, Colonel Riley, of
1st Primary and 2nd Grade.
term, as she has been obliged to stay the 1st Missouri Regimeat, left the
Primary
Miss Buelah Wright
out so much this year because of sick- works on our right crossed our rear
Music
Miss May Gough
ROY SCHOOLS RECORD.

.

ness.

at

double quick and formed,

as we

thuoght on our left, and opened fire
on the Federals in our works. He then
is
Monday morning and the weather
The following is a report of the en.
bad. Some of those who neglected leftus and retreatf d across the bridge.
rollment from the different rooms
last fall, now As we were the only troops now lef
10. to come regularly,
9th and 10th grade
difficult
come
and so 'are Colonel Cooper ordered us to fallback
to
find
it
23.
7th and 8th grade
to thj river bank and cross the bridge
work
being done.
22. missing the
5th had Gth grade
Not being much of a runner I didn't
They are the ones who cause trouble.
35.
3rd and 4th grade
get
to the bridge uniil it was a mass
44. They want to be promoted, and if they
1st Primary and 2 ad
48. are not promoted, blame the teachers. of flames: but being a good swimmer
Primai y
184. If they are promoted they are, as a t swung my boots hbout my neck and
Total
usual thing, unable todo the work and plunged in and made the other side.
Petrita Apadaca has quit school und are again a source of friction, and it At the siege of Vicksburg I was con
is also, an injustice to those who do stantly in the trenches ana received
returned to the ranch.
the work, to have them in their class- there several slight wounds. On one ocVirginia Martin is out of school on es, conpequeñtly they should not be casion I was buried under the dirt torn
si-il-

l

i.

account of illness.

.

Leo Tyler was out all last week
cept Friday evening.

ex-

Lucy White is a new member of the
Fifth Grade.

Ihe third grade has begun their

new

Jones Readers.
Clifton Downing speut 'monday at
home, doctoring a toothache.

'

Ernest Anderson and Raymond Towers
visited with us Friday.
Alena Pendleton is obliged to remain
at home a few days sore eyes is making
her absence necessary..
Wenzel Swaim of the Fourth grade is
dack in school after a two weeks absence

Irving Ogden Jr. .was acaller
but found the eighth grade so very
interesting that he did not visit the
H. S. department.
Mr.

Edgar Floersheim gave us a call one
day last week, but he insisted that it
was a buisness call bnt promised us a

real

visit-sometim-

e.

Leaetta Brockman and Elizabeth
Epps visited Mr. and Mrs Epps, Saturday anddSunday the weather being
bad they have not been fible to return
for school Monday morning.
Etna Floersheim, who has been very
sick, is slowly recovering and we are
sorry to note that it will probably be
several days before she is able to return to school.
t

promoted.
We venture the prediction that some
of them will realize these factors,
when promotion is denied them.

No Chance.

He who blows his own horn never
leads the band, being a soloist.

De-ser- et

News.

Regulations
State Board of Education
The board decided on two dates for
the eighth grade examinations, the 1st
to be held on the first Friday and Sat-o- f
April, being April 2nd and 3rd 1915
and the 2nd to be held on the first Friday and Saturday of May, being
May 7th and 8th 1915.
"That the Department of Education
be instructed to prepare sets of questions in Dunn's Community and the
Citizen and also, question? in Robert's
History and Civics of New Mexico,
and give the eighth grade pupils taking the examination their choice of
which they will take."
That one of the industrial branches
be added to the examination list."
Otherwise the rules governing eighth
grade examinations, as printed and
used last year, will not be changed.
PHYSICAL TRAINING.
There Í9 sweeping over the country
today an unchecked wave of influence
for stronger bodies and- - better health-I- t
crystalizes in the call for play, for
recreation, for developement of the body as a necessity for greater intellectual activity and for more efficient
service in every walk of life.
The University has passed the mere
athletic stage of physical training
which benefits but a few, and has
taken a wider view of compulsory
courses for all, in class gymnastics,
recreation exercises and special work
with gymnasium apparatus when needed. This work is under the direction,
of a specialist and students have opportunity, in addition to atheletic contests for general physical development.

up by an exploding shell, and had
to be dug out along with Captain Lile
who had involuntarily shared the
same rniofortuue. When the men were
paroled alter the surrender I was put
on provost marshal duty on the Mobile
and Ohic Uailroad until exchanged,
when I reported to General Hood in
Atlanta I was with General Stuart in
the battle of Franklin and was in the
last charge, about sundown, when
Stuart and Cheatham attempted to
take the works from which our troops
had been repulsed. It seemed to me
that the air was all red an blue flames
with shells and bullets screeching and
howling everywhere, over and through
us, as we rushed across the cotton field
strewn with fallen' men. Wounded ann
dying men lay all about in ghastly
piles, and when we reached the works
at the old cotton gin gatepost only two
or three of my companions were with
me. They went into the ditch, but I
was tumbled over by a Yankee bullet
and was diaged over and laid a prisoner by an old ginhouse. That night
I was put into an ambulance and taken
to Nashville and placed in a hospital
where I, with many other prisoners
was kept on a diet of bread and water
iu retalitation for what was claimeeto
be Confederate cruelities practiced on
Federal officer at Charlestoa.
At the close of winter the few of us
who were alive were taken to Fort
where we were kept until theend
of the war.
Dele-war-
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the position of the other stars around

it andconsequently they are called

fix-

stars. But there are times when a
brighter star than any of the others,

ed

called a comet, will be seen moving very
rapidly across the sky leaving a
k
behind it, these comets and
stars shift their position among the
fixed stars and are called planets or
wanderers. The sun may also be call- ed a wanderer and appear each morn
ing among a different group of stars.
'The sun is the largest and most
important body in the solar system."
It has a shape like all the other plan
ets, which is elobular. but has a
temperature much different from them.
Its temperature is very high and supplies the other planets with radient
energy, which become sensible as heat,
light and in other forms. The diameter of the sun is about 806,000 mi les
and weighs 700 times as much as all
the Other planets put to gether.
There are many small fragments of
matter, which pay possibly be the
ruins of disentegrated comets, revolving about the sun. Several of them,
enter our atmosphere, then the friction of the air on the rushing fragment
soon develops enough heat to change
the fragment and it falls to the earth
as a meteor. These bodies have been
examined but they never have been
found to be composed of any different
materials than the other planets.
"The earth is one of the eight larg
est planets and fifth in point of size
and third in point of distance from thi
sun.
There is a planet, which revolves
about the earth while the earth revolves about the sun, which is called the
moon The earth is round or globular
shaped but it is not entirely round,
it is slightly flattened on two oppos
ite sides and makes it a spheroid. The
circumference of the earth is about
25,000 miles.
The interior of the earth is believed
to be hot from the fact that hot lava
comes from volcanoes and water is
found to be hot in some springs.
The rate of the increase of heat is said
to be about one degree for every 50ft
At this rate of increas e, a temperat-swfficieromelt any known substance
would be attained at a depth of thirty
or forty miles.
Some people believe the earth to
de aglobe of molten mater with a cool
solid scum or crust on the outside
w hich may be a hundred miles or more
in thickness. Others believe that the
earth throughout is as rigid as steel.
Those who believe this think it possible
that the weight of the overlying rocká
may prevent expansion, and thus retain the interior of the earth in a solid
form.
fire-strea-

nt

George Kerns is on the sick list this
week, We always miss George tfhenhe
And the He Nine Hundred.
is absent as he is one of the best in
The piincipal difference between a
his grade.
cat and a lie is that a cat has only
nine lives. Mark Twain.
Uncle Eben.
"A man kin look mighty busy," said
Penalty of Fame.
Uncle Eben, "an yet not be doia'
man can't have a cold
A
famous
oft
Blow
Kin
engine
an
as
much, same
a whole lot o' steam fum de whistle." without the whole world flnáW M
out. Toledo Blade.

,

T.'.'X.'Sf'-- í

The Solar System
By closely observing the stars at
night it will be seen that they appear
to move across the sky.
Each star
seems to have its place according to
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TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

brothers and their party, which set
out for the trading post at Kayenta,
Ariz., were dispelled when an Indian
rider reached the posse at Bluff, Útah,
with news that they had passed the
danger zone.

Girlil Try This! Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful
More Itching Scalp.

No

WASHINGTON.
CONDENSED

.

OP

THE

PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

Within ten minutes after an application of Danderine you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what FROM
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' ' use, when you see new
hair, fine and downy at firBt yes but
really new hair growing all over the 8AYING3,
scalp.

RECORD

.

ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

ACHIEVE

MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

,

little Danderine immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
Bcraggy, just moisten a cloth with Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Danderine and carefully draw it
ABOUT THE WAR.
through your hair, taking one small
Two German submarines have been
strand at a time. The effect is amazingyour háir will be light, fluffy and funk in British waters, according to
A

wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will just try a little Danderine. Adv.
Heard on the Train.
"Do you catch cold easily?"
"Easily? Why I catch cold if I trim
my finger nails too close."

CAWS"
No sick headache, sour stomach,

biliousness or constipation
by morning.
box now.
Get a
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
and keep them out with
out
Cascareis.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and 'never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry, out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
straightens you
A Cascaret
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A
box from
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Children love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
10-ce- nt

to-nig- ht

to-nig- ht

10-ce-

Few cities are able to live up to the
splendor
of their souvenir postal
cards.
NEGLECT

YOUR SCALP
Cuticura PreTrial Free.

And Lose Your Hair.

vents

It

Cuticura Soap shampoos- cleanse
and purify the scalp of dandruff while
the Ointment soothes and heals the
irritated scalp skin. Dandruff and
itchinc are hair destroyers. Get acquainted with these, supercreamy emollients for the skin and scalp.
Sample each freó by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. X,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
One way to reduce flesh is' to do all
your owp cooking in a chafing dish.

Brigadier General Scott left for Utah
to attempt a peaceful settlement with
the recalcitrant Piute Indians.
The United States will Insist on its
right to get dyestuffs from Germany
if England continues to do so.
War Secretary Garrison began in
vestigating charges made in the
Canadian parliament that American
militia officers are serving in the
Canadian army.
Congress has passed legislation
making grants of obsoleto cannon and
cannon balls for decorative purposes
to Colorado cities of Boulder, La
Junta, Grand Junction and Glenwood
Springs.
Assurance that the Jewish popula"enjoy perfect
tion of Palestine
safety" was given in an official communication from Constantinople dated
March 2, was made public by the
Turkish embassy.
The names of Rear Admirals
Fletcher, Howard and Cowles, com
manding the Atlantic, Pacific and
Asiatic fleets, wero brought forward
in naval circles as President Wilson's
probable selections for three new admirals of the navy, just authorized by
Congress.
Secretary Bryan and Ambassador Da
Gama, of Brazil conferred Friday over
reports that General Obregon was
threatening to evacuate Mexico City,
cutting the water supply and that
looting might begin. Three hundred
merchants, who resisted Obregon's decrees, are Imprisoned.
Farewell speechmaking was a feature of the closing proceedings in both
Senate and House. Gallinger offered
the resolution thanking Vice President
Marshall for his conscientious imparA similar resolution
tial rulings.
thanking President Pro Tempore
Clarke was introduced by Senator
Lodge. Minority Leader Mann, proposing a resolution of thanks to
Speaker Clark, Victor Murdock, being
in the chair, called attention to tho
fact that the leader of one party was
addressing the leader of still another
party. "It could not be witnessed in
any other parliamentary body in the
world," he declared. Murdock eulogized Speaker Clark and Minority
Leader Mann. He declared the Housi
truly representative of the nation.

an official announcement given out in
London Friday.
report
A
from Constantinople
reached London by way of Berlin,
stating that three British ship8 had
been badly damaged by fire from the
forts.
After retiring to the Dneister river,
the Russians again have crossed into
Bukowina, and are unofficially reported to be back in Czernowltz. They
already had taken Sadagora, a few
miles to the northeast of the capital.
Thousands of Austrian troops are
being slaughtered by Russians with
hand grenades, according to the official Petrograd war report. Slavs in
the Carpathian passes captured 37,000
Austrians in Thursday's battles.
Except in the Central Beskid pass
of the Carpathians, where the fierce
Austrian attacks
have moderated
somewhat, the Russians are now on
the offensive along the whole length
of their extremely long line from the
Baltic sea to the Rumanian border.
The gutters of Przasnysz are running red with blood after a series of
desperate battles. The city was taken
by assault by the Germans ten days
ago and was recaptured three days
later by the Russians. It is still the
center of fierce fighting.
Berlin army headquarters under
date of March 4 issued a report saying
that a French steamer, loaded with
ammunition and on her way to Nieu-porhad gone into Ostend by Mistake. Ostend, being in the possession
of the Germans, the steamer was
shelled and sent to the bottom.
t,

,

FOREIGN.

WESTERN.
Reports to the Indian office show
that nearly 200 Piutes are off their
reservation.
Thomas R. Bard, former United
States senator from .California, died
at his homo at Hueneme, Cal.
An indorsement of President ' Wilson's European war policy was tabled
in the Iowa Senate by a voto of 28
to 9.
f
The West Virginia building at the
Panama-Pacifiexposition was dedicated at San Francisco with speeches
and a reception.
The Minnesota Senate defeated the
bill providing the submission to the
voters of a constitutional amendment
granting full suffrage to women.
State Senator Willis R. Shaw of Decatur, Democrat, introduced in the
Illinois Senate a bill to repeal the
limited woman suffrage act of 1913
and the township option act.
Swirling over lake Michigan at a
speed, one of the
worst gales of the winter Friday
shipping and forced at least
big
boat to run back to port at
Dne
r
Chicago after a
battle with
swamping high seas.
Fears for the safety of John
Wetherill, the Indian expert, the Wade
c

two-hou-

Internal dissension and political unPortugal, according to a special dispatch from

rest are increasing in
Madrid.

A slight earthquake shock lasting
four seconds, which was. felt in Tuscany and other sections in the central
part of Italy, caused no fatalities and
only slight material damaged
William Wlllett, whose proposal
several years ago to "manufacture daylight" by legislation to move all clocks
forward a few hours, attracted worldwide attention, is dead at Chislehurst,
near London.
Official returns show that up to February 13, 49,000 Turkish prisoners, including 527 officers, had passed
through Pyatigorsk since the war with
Turkey began, on their way to the interior of Russia.
Sarah Bernhardt, whose condition
was considered excellent for several
days after the amputation of her right
leg on Feb. 22, recently has felt a reaction, and her condition caused her
friends some anxiety.
correspondent
Reuter's
at The
Hague telegraphs that a royal decree
has been issued prohibiting the exportation from the Netherlands of sheep,
chicory in every form, canned meats
and various meat products.

Mr. Andor Kiss, No. 318
Clinton Place, Kansas City,
Mo., writes:
"I cannot

thank you enough for being cured.
For Seven long years I doctored
steadily for my catarrh and cough,
which cost me hundreds of dollars. But my catarrh grew worse
all the time. Even though I was
under the treatment of some of
the most famous doctors, I still
had a terrible cough and thought
sometimes

that I would choke,

I could get no air. I then
bought a bottle of Peruna, and
that evening and all night my
wife gave it to me according
to the directions, and I felt better the following day already.
Three days later I felt much Improved, and today, after the use
of the fourth bottle, I feel entirely cured. I can conscientiously recommend this grand
medicine to every citizen."
A Good Cough Tablet.
There are people who object
to taking fluid medicines. For
such people the Peruna Tablets
are especially valuable. They
are convenient to carry in the
pocket.
HI

iHft.il

5 Passenger, Gray
VHII0) hi W VII
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&
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and Starter, 25 H. P.
28 to 30 miles on 1 gallon
gasoline. 10,000 miles on oue set of tires.
Stewart Speedometer, one man top, 105 Inch
wheel bane, Z2x3t Inch tires, weight 1,600
pounds. METZ and CARTEKCAR Distributora for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming.

Oreatest bill climber;

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

:

Denver, Colorado

LIVE AGENTS WANTED
Cook

Was Pale Looking.
The tea is quite exhausted,

ma'am.
Mistress I noticed that it seemed
very weak last time.
The man who Is carried away by
his own enthusiasm sometimes expects somebody else to carry him
back.
Any man can hypnotize his wife into
doing the things she wants to do.

Put Off Old Age
Some old folks are bent and shaky.
Others are straight and strong. .It can't
be mere "oldness" that works such havoc.
No it's too often uric acid. Fight off
poison. Help the kidthis
neys take it from the blood. To aid
them, live carefully and stimulate their
action with the old reliable medicine,
Doan's Kidney Pills.
life-sappin-

A Colorado Case
"Evm Pito

JW&

taj"

1

Mrs- -

Mary Dusing,

ridge, Colo., says:
"My back and, kid-

neys troubled me
for years and colds
made me worse. I
could hardly move
and mornings the
soreness and lameness was terrible.
flammation.
P symptoms
s.iuney
moved

of

in-

Doan's

fins

re- -

the soreness

and nain and I
have had no Bign of kidney trouble
since."
Get Doan'c at Any Store. SOe Box
--

DOAN'S-p'FA- V
FOSTER-MILBUR-

N

CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Granulated Eyelids,
Eyes inflamed by exposure to Sun, Dust and Wind

Y7

'df

(SSJ

Ur.Mi.rtna
i:
Eye Remedy. No Smarting,

At
iust nve Comfort
our Druggist s 50c per Bottle Murine Eye
SalveinTubes25c.ForBookolheEyefrecask
Druggiits or Murine Eye Remedy Co.. Chicago
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Went In That Direction.
Ryan used to be assistant blaster
at the quarries. On the day he disap
peared he must have been standing on
top of an exploding charge. We never
recovered enough of him for a funeral.
Subsequently a mate, who had not
FORMER
GEORGIA OFFICIAL heard of the accident, was inquiring
after Ryan. Murphy was the inforPOURS SHOT INTO CROWDS
mant.
UNTIL SLAIN.
"Where's Bill Ryan?" queried the
friend.
"Gone!" volunteered Murphy.
"Has he left for good?" "asked the
BRUNSWICK IN TERROR stranger.
Murphy embraced his facial herbage,
i
gazed skyward, and said:
"Well, he wint that way, anyhow."
MANY PROMINENT CITIZENS VIC
EX-MAY-

3

KILLS

OR

FIVE, SHOOTS
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For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
i'ti BK- -

i
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:
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Genuine Castoria
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ÁVegetabk Preparation for As-
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Stomachs and Bowels of
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The Test Supreme.
RANGED LUMBER MAN.
"You say that women haven't the
endurance of men?"
"They haven't."
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
"That they cannot successfully
Brunswick, Ga. Five men were
unusual mental strain or physical
killed, six others seriously wounded fatigue that they lack nerve and paand about a score or more slightly tience and endurance?"
wounded nero by Monroe Phillips, a
"Yes."
local real estate and timber dealer
"Do you see that little woman over
who, while apparently deranged, ran there?"
down the principal street, firing an
"Yes."
,
automatic shotgun.
"You have never known a man who
Phillips himself wa3 shot dead by E. could endure what she has endured."
C. Butts, a lawyer, while ho was still
"Eh! Why, what is she?"
trying to fire on citizens. The men
"She's the reader of the love stories
killed by Phillips are: P. F.
submitted to a popular magazine."
a prominent lawyer and politi- Cleveland Plain Dealer.
cian; George W. Asbell, a motorman;
W. M. Hackett, an undertaker; Rex
Beautiful Recipe Book For Every
Deavers, a policeman, and L. C. PadgWoman.
ett, a' former policeman. Sevoral of
We have been asked by the Calumet
the wounded are prominent citizens of Baking Powder Company of Chicago to
announce through the columns of this
Brunswick.
publication that they have Just gotten up
Phillips is thought to have become one of the best Recipe Books ever pub16 pages of which are beautifully
Insane because of financial troubles lished,
Illustrated, showing in the colors a lot of
and developed an enmity for
dainty dishes and good things to eat that
in whose office he began his can be prepared with Calumet Baking
Powder.
murderous action. After killing
In addition to this there are 252 valuable recipes and numerous household hints
he went into the street and be- prepared
by
most noted Domestic Scigan shooting at every one in sight. It ence teacherstheand
Cooking Experts.
"We know you will find this a very valuwas half an hour after the first shot
use for it
able book, as you
was fired by Phillips that ho was almost erery day. will have
All you have to do to get one is to take
killed by Butts.
the slip that you find in a pound can of
Every physician available was called Calumet
Baking Powder, fill In your name
out to dress the wounds of Phillips' and address according to the instructions
on the slip and mail It to the Calumet
victim.
Baking Powder Company, Chicago, 111.
If you are not already using Calumet
Baking Powder, we would suggest that
STEAMER LA TOURAINE FIRED. you
try it today. You will find it whole-
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Spy Blamed for Setting Fire to French
Liner in
London. La Touraine, one of the
biggest of the French, transatlantic linMid-Ocea-

ers, was afire at latitude 48 06' north,
and longitude 20 11' west, according
to a statement issued at the British
naval headquarters Saturday, and it is
said all evidence indicates that the
ship was set afire by a German spy,
in all probability a German officer,
who was among the passengers.
A further message, from the steamship La Touraine, received at Queens-town- ,
says the steamer Rotterdam is
standing by, prepared to render every
assistance, including the transfer of
passengers if necessary. Wireless
messages have been sent out to the
Eteamers Arabic, Cornishman, Swan-morand Stratford, saying that their
assistance is not now required. Sunday, the fire was under control, and
the ship proceeded to port.

some and economical to use.
You will find It a Baking Powder of unusual merit and the recipe book one of

the most beautiful and useful books of
this kind that you have ever possessed.
Adv.

-

The Eternal Feminine.
A crowd of negroes, clad in their
Sunday best, had gathered at the station in Richmond, Va., to await the arrival of a colored excursion from the
neighboring town of Petersburg. One
fat, gaudily dressed colored woman
caught sight of a friend arrayed to
match and called out:
"Howdy, Mandy, what you doin
down hyar all dressed up? Whar you
gwine, sister?"
nowhar fum hyar.
"I ain't
I cum to see and be seed uv."

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

CIT.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, NCW

Catarrhal Fever
6 doses often enre.
bottle SPOHN'S guaranteed to cure a case.
Hafeforany mare, horse or colt.
or

to
One

8

nt

direct ZroO
IJoaen bottles tb. Get It of druggists, harness dealers
manufacturers, express paid.
SPOHN'S Is the best preventive of all forms of distemper.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.,

Chemist and Bacteriologists, Uoshen, Ind.,

U. S. A

Tell two women ihey resemble each
Similar Result.
other, If you can afford to make ene"Did you nail Jims on that story?"
"I did, and found he was on the mies of both.
wrong track."

Every time a man looks into
ror he imagines he sees the reflection
of a hero.
a mir-

If you

wish

beautiful,

k

m

clear white
At all

clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue,
good grocers. Adv.

Regrets for past errors never
velop foresight. Albany Journal.

ALk

de-

grievance is never improved by
,
secret nursing.
A

í

.j

. V.

t

Our remedy has stood the
test of 40 years. Our testimonials date from lti75
to the present time. Read
what these grateful people say. Send today for
our FREE booklet oa
EPILEPSY. Address,

Towns Remedy Co., Milwaukee, Wit.

PARKER'S

1

HAIR BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

I

.wíFlf
fiF!fiirS'J

For Restoring Color and

k Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
600. and 1.00 at Druggists.

e

The Allied fleet continues the bombardment of the forts of the Dardanelles, the forcing of which would
make such great changes in the near
East, changes 'which it is considered
none of the Balkan states can afford
to treat slightingly.
Greece apparently Is at the parting
of the ways with her King exerting his
influence to maintain the neutrality of
his' country in opposition to the retiring premier, M. Venizelos, the man to
whom Greeco owes her revival.
Having damaged two of the fort3on

the European side of the Narrows

pre-

viously, the British battleship Queen
Elizabeth, and others of the allied
i'lent, Saturday, started a bombardment, by indirect fire, on the forts' oi
the Asiatic side of the Narrows.

CAUTION!

When buying W.L.Douglas
shoes look for his NAME
AND PRICE 8UiDJd 00
the bottom. Bhoes thus

stamped ate always worth
the price paid lor them. For
32 years w. h- Douglas has
guaranteed their value and
protected the wearer against

$2.50 3 3.50 $4.00 $4.50 $5 $5.50 SHOES
WOMEN'S $2.00 $2.50 $3.00 $3.50 & $4.00 SHOES
BOYS' $ 1 .75 $2 $2.50 $3.00 MISSES' $2.00 & $2.50
MEN'S

-

hlirh prices lor Inferior shoes
by having his NAME AND
PÍUCE stamped on the bottom before they leave the
fivctory .Do not be persuaded
to take some other make
claimed to be just as good.
Vou are paying your money

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING V. L. DOUGLAS SHOES
Douglas shoes are made of the best domestic and Imported
leathers, on tlio latest moaeis, caroiuuy construcieu oy me uiot
exnert last and iKUtern maimers in mis country, mo onier matg
of equal prices, can compete with W. I Douglas shoes for style
workmanship and quality. As comfortable, easy walking
shoes they are unsurpassea.
The $3.00, 83.50 and $4.00 shoes will give as good service
as other makes costing 4.00 to 5.00. The 4.50,$5.00 and
vft.SM shoes compare lavorabiy wirn otner inanes costing j&ssmwffl.
WH.üu to ws.uu. wherever you live mere are many men
and women wearing WX.Douglas shoes. Consult them
ana tney will tell you that w. jj. uougias saoes cannot
b excelled for the price.
If you could visit the W. I Douglas factory at
lirocktou, juaHS., ana see how caret uuy uie snoes
are made, and the high grade leathers used,
you would then understand why they look and
lit better, hold tlielr shape and wear longer
than other makes for the price.
If your dealer cannot Bupply you, write for Illustrated Catalog showing how to order by mail.
W.

and are entitled to the best.

I

W.L.Dougla9,210 Spark St.,Brockton,Mass.

W. L. Douglas
shoes are sold
through 80
stores in the
largo cities
and shoe

.
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60 YEARS'

" EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
9b

UESiGNS

t

r

COPVRIGHTS
inndlug a sltetoh and doncrlntlon mt
quickly asowi-t-iour opinion froo whether ut
invention lit probably patent nhlo. Cnnimunlr
I i;ng strictly eonlltientliil.
HANOBGOIl onPatentl
sunt fre. Oldest apenpy for pe:urliiR patents.
through
Munii & Co. recelvt
Patents taken
P'jWI notice, without chorno, in tha
Ac-Any-

All Drygoods, . Clothing,
Shoes, Hats
Marked down

Reduction Sale to make
room for our
New Spring
Stock. Call and get Prices.
Goodman Meriantile Co.

u

Scientific Jitücricau.
A handsomely llliintrnted weokly. J.nrirost dp
dilation of uny cientlUo Journal. Terms, $31
jw, four months, fl Soid by all newsdealers.

Efdfifl8Co.3S,BfoadKswYort
WraiwU WllJfie. 625 JT

8U WwhiURton.
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Notice for Publication.

AMf-íTlüAJN- .

Daily Thought.
Civilization is the eternal sacrifica
f one generation to the next.
'

'

The Roy Gafe
Notice For Publication

Emilia Romero Proprietors

Good Meals. 25 cts
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M We feed you well and treat you right
Next to the Bank, Roy.N.M.
Feb 23 1915.
is
Notice hereby given that John T
Nicely Furnished Sleeping
Cummins, of Solano N. M. who, on
1908,
made HE Serial No. Rooms in Connection.
01976 Add'l 09932 for NJSEJ;
J

5--

12-9--

4

NJ-SW-

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Headquarters for postcards,
Euster cards now on sale.

Twp

Sec 35,
E. N.M. P, Meridian ha
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before D, S.
Modern Equipment,
Durrin U. S. Commissioner, at his
Largest
office at Sclano N. M.
on the 8th
Si-S-

SJ-S-

E

ISNRng

26

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office

at Clayton,

New

Mexico
Feb 6th.,
Notice is hereby given that Eliseo
Austin of Solano "ÑM. who on Mar. 3
1910 made HE Serial No, 010594 for
and
Sec. 28
Twp 18N. Rng27E. N.M.P
Meridian, has filed
notice
of
'
intention to make Five yea r Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before D. S. urrin U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Solano, N. M. on the 23d day of Mar

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.

Coil in N.

y

M

Graduate Nurses.

day of Apr. 1915

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

Claimant names as witnesses:

TUCUMCARI,

N.M.
Luther P Raines
Notice is hereby given that Stella Donald P Upton
Nieves Madrid
Stanfill Formerly Stella Graham
of
All of Solano, N, M.
1908-6-- 24
Solano, N, M. who, on
Paz Valverde,
1!)09 made H-- E
0368 and Add'l 08646
Register
for lots 3 and 4 Sec. 6 Twp. 18 north
4
Rng. 28 E. and lots 3 and 4 and
J
of Sec. 31 Twp. 19 Rng;. 23E. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
Notice of Contest.
New Bath Rooms and up to
tention to make Five Year Proof, to
date Fixtures.
establish claim to the land.above described before P. S. Durrin, U. S. Department'of the Interior,
H'15.
A modern Barber Shop.
Claimant names as witnesses.: Commissioner, at Solano New Mexico
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
on the 24th day of March 1915.
Andras Trujilio
of Solano
C 5513
Mar 1 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses.'
Encamación Hernandez
Leandro Edwin II. Hughes
Bath Room Especially fitted for
To Pedro Gonzales of Roy N, M,
Holly R Johnson
Martinez
Juan tfernandez
Andrew S Trout
Ladies, Shampoo and Hair dressiug.
Davis M. Talbot Contestee:
All of Mosquero N.M.
You are berebv notified that
All of Solano
Alfred L Newman who gives Solano
3 13
Paz Val verde
PazValverde
New Mexico, as his postoffice address,
Register
Register
on Jan. 2(ith 1915
did
file in
this ("Hice his duly corroborated ap We
Eicgant-l- y
5
to
plication
contest
and
secure
the
non
cancellation of your homestead, Entry
Serial No. 017928 made May 27th 1914
for the SWi Section 13, Township 19
North Range 26 E a s t , N. M. P.
Meridian, and as grounds for his
contest he alleges that said Pedro
'íonzales has abandoned said land and
has since that time failed to reside on
or cultivate any pait of said land,
and has never built a louse therepn.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
SELL-f- or
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
Roy, N. M.
canceled thereunder without further
right to be heard therein, either beG R. Burgedorff, Prop,
fore this office or on appeal, if you
New Management Newly Furfail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication nished and Equippeed, ,
of this notice, as shown below, your
Special accommodations for
meetspecifically
answer,
under
oath,
Transcients.
Cans Fancy Sweet Corn,
ing and responding to these allegaCans Fancy Tomatoes,
tions of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office due proof
Full Count
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
Pounds Sugar for
in person or by registered mail.
ÜÍ1
service is made by the delivery of
of your answer to the contestcopy
a
Pound Case Prunes, Fresh
ant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
Standard Dried Peaches
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date kof its
receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made stating when and where the copy was deÍÍ
livered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
ÍÍ
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
'
letter.
You should state in your answer
the name of the postoflice to which
you desire future notices to be. sent to
'
'
you.
Attorney at Law,
Register.
U, S, Comrrjissioner,
Paz Valverde,
Date of 1st publication, Mar 13 1915
New Mex,
February,

1915.

John Deckman

:

:
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8-- 5,

NJ-N-

2--
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2--

THE NEW
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BARBER SHOP

WJ-SE-

--

2--

3-- 14

EDS
have Four

Furnished Beds for
Trancient Customers.
V

eatherill &
Jenkins, Prop's

Commercial

We vill

Hotel

Cash Only

.

12

$1.00

9
14
25

1.00
$1.00
$1.85
$1.85

25

Cooking Figs, per. lb.
Loose Raisins,
Dried Apricots,

Autombile

in Connection.

And Still
Another

10c
10c
15c

Carload Brilliant
Lump Coa'. $5.00
a ton.
G. M. Co.

FLOERSHEIM MERC. CO.

ROY,
HOE

D

N. M.

1

Livery

" "
.

0

2d

"

3d

h

4th

20,

27

Api.

3

"

"

.S. Durrin,
Solano,
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SOLDIERS TELL

SUES

VIVID

'buses and other traffic In the city on
a busy day." .
Gaelic Spirit Irrepressible.
The Gaelic spirit has not deserted
Sergt. T. Cahill under fire. He writes:
"The Red Cross girleens with their
purty faces and their sweet ways are
as good men as most of us, and
some of us. They are not
supposed to venture into the firing
line at all, but they- gét there all the
same, and devil a one of us durst turn
them away.
"Mike Clancy is that droll with his
larking and bamboozling the Germans
that he makes us nearly split our
sides laughing at him and his ways.
"Yesterday he got a stick and put
a cap on it, so that it peeped up
above the trench Just like a man, and
then the Germans kept shooting away
at it until they must have used up
tons of ammunition."
But Mike Clancy was not the only
practical Joker in the trenches, as the
following from a wounded soldier
shows:
"Our men have Just had their papers from home, and have noted,
among other things, that 'Business as
Usual' is the motto of patriotic shopkeepers. .
"In last week's hard fighting the
Wiltshlres, holding an exposed position, ran out of ammunition, and had
to suspend firing until a party brought
fresh supplies across the open under a heavy fire.
"Then the wag of the regiment a
Cockney, produced a biscuit tin with
'Business as Usual' crudely printed on
it, and set it up before the trenches
as a hint to the Germans that the
fight could now be resumed on more
equal terms.
"Finally the tin had to be taken in
because it was proving such a good
target for the German riflemen, but
the Joker was struck twice in rescuing it.
"A wounded private of the Buffs relates how an infantryman got temporarily separated from his regiment at
Mons, and lay concealed in a trcch
while the Germans prowled around.
"Just when he thought they had left
him for gpod ten troopers left their
horses at a distance and came forward on foot to the trench.
"The hidden Infantryman waited unup the slope,
til they were half-waand then sprang out of his hiding
place with a cry, 'Now, lads, give
them hell!' Without waiting to see
the iads' the Germans took to their
heels."
From Men In the Fleet.
Equally interesting are some of the
letters from men with the fleet Tom
Thome, writing to his mother, in Sussex, says:
"Before we started fighting we were
all very nervous, "but after we Joined
In we were all happy and most of us
laughing till it was finished. Then we
all sobbed and cried.
"Even If I never come back, don't
think I've' died a painful death.
Everything yesterday was as quick as
lightning.
"We were in action on Friday morning off Helgoland. I had a piece of
shell as big as the palm of my hand
go through my trousers, and as my
trouser legs were blowing in the
breeze, I think I was very lucky."
A gunroom officer in a battle cruiser
writes:
"The particular ship we were engaged with was in a pitiful plight
when we had finished with her her
funnels shot away, masts tottering,
great gap3 of daylight in her sides,
smoke and flame belching from her
everywhere. She speedily keeled over
and sank like a stone, stern first. So
far as is known, none of her crew
was saved. ' She was game to the
last, let it be said her flag flying till
she sank, her guns barking till they
could bark no more.
"Although we ourselves suffered no
loss, we had some very rarrow escapes.
Three torpedoes were observed to pass us, one within a few
feet. Four-Incshells, too, fell short
or were ahead of us. The sea was
bet-ternh-

Give Personal Touches Impossi-

ble to War Correspondent in
These Days
JOKERS

EVEN

IN

TRENCHES

Irish Spirit Proves Irrepressible In
Face of Grave Danger Sea Fight
as Seen From the Engine Room.
London. The war mailbag is Just
now a prolific ' source of interest
Vivid letters from soldiers at the
front or in hospital bases and scrappy
notes from the tara with the "silent
fleet" mirror the actualities of war
with a wealth of intimate detail and
picturesque personal touches impossible to the harshly censored war 'cor-

respondent.
The following is written from the
front by Corp. T. Trainor:
"We have had German cavalry
thrown at us six times in the last four
hours, and each time it has been a
different body, so that they must
have plenty to spare. There Is no
eight hours for work, eight hours for
sleep and eight hours for play with
us, whatever the Germans may do.
''The strain Is beginning to tell on
them more than on us, and you can
see by the weary faces and trembling
hands that they are beginning to
break down.
"One prisoner taken by the French
near Courtrai sobbed for an hour as
though his heart were broken, his
nerves were so much shaken by what
he had been through.
The French
are fighting hard all round us with
a grit and go that will carry them
through.
"Have you ever seen a little man
fighting a great, big, hulking giant
who keeps on forcing the little chap
about the place until the giant tires
himself out, and then the little one,
who has kept his wind, knocks him
over? That's how the fighting here

strikes me.
"We are dancing about round the big
German army, but our turn will
Our commanders know their
business, and we shall come out on
top all right."
Sergeant Major McDermott does not
write under ideal literary conditions,
but his style is none the worse for
the inspiration furnished by the
shrieking shell:
"I am writing to you with the enemy's shells bursting and screaming
overhead; but God knows when it
will be posted, if at all.
"We are waiting for something to
turn up to be shot at, but up to now,
though their artillery has been making a fiendish row all along our front,
we haven't seen as much as a mosquito's eyelash to shoot at That's
why I am able to write, and some of
us are able to take a bit of rest while
the others keep 'dick.'
"There is a fine German airship
hanging around like a great blue
bottle up in the sky, and now and
then our gunners are trying to bring
it down, but they haven't done it yet
"It's the quantity, not the quality of
the German shells that is having effect on us, and It's not so much the
g
actual damage to life as the
row that counts for so much.
"Townsmen who are used to the
noise and roar of streets can stand
it better than the countrymen, and I
think you will find that by far the
fttest men are those of regiments
mainly recruited In the big cities.
"A London lad near me says it's no
worse than the roar of the motor
come.

nerve-rackin-

-

y

.

,

h

alive with the enemy's submarines,
which, however, did us no damage.
They should not be underrated, these
Germans. That cruiser did not think,
apparently, of surrender."
What naval warfare seems like to
the "black squad," imprisoned in the
engine room Is described by an engine-room
man of the Laurel, who
went through the "scrap" off Helgoland. Writing to his wife, he says:
"It was a terribly anxious time for
us, I can tell you, as we stayed down
there keeping the engines going at
their top speed in order to cut off the
Germans from their fleet. We could
hear the awful din around and the
scampering of the tars on deck a3 they
rushed about from point to point, and
we knew what was to the fore when
we caught odd glimpses of the stretcher bearers with their ghastly bur-

SPORT.

The firemen outrun the police in the"
contest at Denver Friday night.
Governor Stewart signed aa anti-rac- e
track gambling bill which puts an
end to betting on horse racing in
-

Montana.
Governor Kendrick of Wyoming vetoed the bill passed by the House and
Senate, permitting boxing bouts and

sparring exhibitions.
Dick Buttrey, middleweight, and
Montana Jack Collins, middleweight,
are matched to box twenty rounds on
March 12 in Victor, Colo., before the
Cripple Creek District Athletic Club.
Negotiations for lease on Overland
park race track for a meeting in June
have been opened by a Denver syndicate of business men, who have aldens.
ready started negotiations with the
"We heard the shells crashing state racing commission for a license,
against the sides of the ship or according to statements by Denver
shrieking overhead,- as they passed racing men.
into the water, and we knew that at
GENERAL.
any moment onemight strike us in a
vital part and send us below for
The Masonic Scottish Rite Cathedgood.
was swept by fire at Wheeling, W.
ral
"It Is ten times harder on the men
Va.
The loss was estimated at $100,000.
whose duty is in the engine room than
Belles, great-granIsaac
uncle ot
part
taking
in
deck
for those on
the
fighting, for they, at least, have the Mrs. Halsted Ritter, celebrated his
birthday anniversary in
excitement of the fight, and if the
ship is struck they have more than Thorntown, Ind., on Feb. 22.
The body of Lillian May Cook, a
a sporting chance of escape. We have
eighteen-year-olpretty
Brooklyn stennone."
lonely part of
ographer,
was
a
found
in
From a Dying Frenchman.
New
park
Conn.
Haven,
at
Westrock
The most dramatic letter comes
Agnes
being
Mrs.
Orner,
tried for
from the French. On one of the fields
of battle, when the Red Cross soldiers the sixth time on the charge of having
were collecting the wounded after a poisoned her daughter, Lillle, in Febheavy engagement, there was found ruary, 1911, in El Paso, Tex., was
a half sheet of notepaper, on which found guilty and sentence fixed at life
was written a message for a woman, imprisonnient.
Leo Hoth shot and instantly killed
of which this is the translation:
"Sweetheart: Fate in this present nis father, John J. Hoth, a Pennsylwar has treated us more cruelly than vania railroad brakeman, at Buffalo,
many others. If I have not lived to N. Y., when the older Hoth attempted
create far you the happiness of which to attack his wife with a butcher
both our heart3 dreamed, remember knife. that my sole wish is now that you
Frank Wilkerson, who is accused of
should be happy. Forget me. Create having participated in the robbery of
for yourself some happy home that tne Williamsville, Mo., State bank
may restore to you some ot the great- when $1,000 was stolen, was captured
er pleasures of life. For myself I eleven miles from there by a posse.
shall have died happy In the thought Williams, the authorities say, has
My, last thought has confessed.
of your love.
been for you and for those I have
Three hundred and fifty children in
athome. Accept this, the last kiss, a La Crosse, Wis., school marched out
from him who loved you."
of the building In less than a minute
Writing from a fortress on the when the fire drill gong sounded and
frontier, a French officer says the found when they reached the street
colonel in command was asked to send that the attic and roof of the school
a hundred men to stiffen some reserv- was in flames.
ist artillery in the middle of France,
The Danish steamer United Stated,
far away from the war area. He reaching New Vork from Copenhagen,
called for volunteers. "Some of you Christiania and Christiansand,
had
who have got wives and children or aboard twenty-twboxes containing
old mothers fall out," he said. Not a about $500.000 in gold coin consigned
man stirred. "Come, come," the to a Nw York baenk from a bank in
colonel went on. "No one will dream Copenhagen.
Nothing of
of saying you funked.
Sensational reports that millions of
that kind. Fall out!" Again the dollars
in orders for war materials
ranks were unbroken. The colonel
United States nan been canfrom
the
blew his nose violently. He tried to
knocked the bottom out
nearly
speak severely, but his voice failed celled
of
market at, Chicago' Friwheat
the
him. He tried to frown, but somehow
of iy2 cents a bushel,
day.
a
fall
After
it turned into a smile. "Very well." prices
wild
at 4 cents to i
elosed
he said, "you must draw lots." And
Thursday
night. Corn
cents
under
that was what they did.
suffered a net decline of VA1
cents, and oats of 1 cents.
FAST REDUCES HER WEIGHT
Frank Abarno and Charles Carbone,
the anarchists accused of plotting a
Abstinence Helps Lady dynamite war against churches and
to Reduce Too Solid .Flesh.
men of wealth, were indicted by a
Some, Anyway.
grand Jury in New Vork charged with
placing a lighted bombi in a public
Thoroughly con- place
Stockton, Cal.
in violation of the penal code.
t
vinced that overeating is. one of
Three, young women, confined to
causes of obesity, Mrs. A. H.
rooms by illness, were carried
their
resident of this
Barnes, a
hall, a Hiram, Ohio, colBowler
from
completed
a
fast
cit.y, has just
lege
dormitory,
when fire swept
"I have been in poor health for through
College boys put
halls.
the
some time," said Mrs. Barnes, "and
flames.
out
the
I undertook to get rid of my adipose
The White Star line steamer Baltic,
tissue. My weight for the last ten
18,000 tons of war supplies,
carrying
years has been 220 pounds. I never
1
of"
New York for Liverfrom
steamed
the fast
varied. At the end
Capt. J. B.
pool.
commander,
My
Her
is
height
pounds.
weighed 186
as
as he was
my
Ransom,
age
said
is
that
far
and
Inches
two
five feet
years."
concerned he "would fly the British
During the entire 45 days, Mrs. flag from America to hell," notwithBarnes says, she took no food what- standing German submarines. It was
ever, and soon grew accustomed to do- said that the Baltic carried in her
ing without it. She broke the fast holds merchandise and foodstuffs sufby eating an orange.
ficient to fill 1,300 freight car.
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Roy Telephone Company

JilAl VlilQli
EMD

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

FOR YOUR

Groceries, Hardware and Harness

Do your business by phone and get yóur answer at same

Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

time and save telegraphic delays.

We Pay Highest Market Price

Office and EXCHANGES AT

For Produce

ROY, N. M.

Meat-Mark- et

i ID

aKerv h

Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Bread, every day

At Goodman Mercantile Co.

M EC HAN ICS

The "Orto" in Georgia.
An indignant Georgia farmer sent
this inquiry to the Atlanta Constitution:

"Oneo' them city ortomobiles

killed my bull, and I don't know what
number it was. The number of the
bull was branded to him, but that
don't do me no good. What I want to
know is: Can tho state give me the
number of the orto? Hit was a red
one, with a white man in it and going
like hell, so to speak." Philadelphia

Truly Remarkable Family.
A

Car Load of Potatoes

low, Ireland) rural council when applications tor cottages were being discussed. It was stated that one of
Ihe applicants, John Murphy, had been
married five times, and has 41 chil-

Tmfi&GtFtn

R OE3

Ledger.

laborer's remarkable record surprised the Ealtinslass (County Wick

sending Final Certificate, or
worn statement, that, they are the
jwner of the land in question:
-Z
Charles F. Allison, Aztec Land &
Rattle company, nine patents, Fred
Austin, Jose Nazarioarguello, Eenar-j- e
J
ft.
Aragón, Heirs of Mariano A. Alar-id- ,
Daniel R. Baker, Claud N. Bradley, Jim Eramlet, Elevandro Branch,
Vicente C. DeBaca, Cerilio Barelia,
Burleigh Collins, John T. Carter,
Guadalupe M. de Cordova, Henry
Chase, John T. Davis, Madison
Timoteo
Emery, Amol Erickson,
Garcia, John
Fresquez, Agustin
Grant, Marie Gonzales, Joseph R.
Grover, Heirs of Josefa de De Gurule,
fgnacio Gonzales, Walter B. Gresh-am- ,
AND ALL THE FAMILY
Jose Gonzales, Margarita GarTwo and a half million readers find it of
duña John C. Hull, Harry Hitch
absorbing interest Everything in it is
Joaepl
Jones,
E.
James
.ock,
Written So You Can Understand It
B. Johnson, Joseph W. Keller, two
We sell 400,000 copies every month without
F.
Oligio
patents,' James M. Lyon,
giving premiums and have no solicitors. Any
newsdealer will show you a copy; or write the
Labato. Albert Lojik, Trinidad Lupublisher for free sample a postal will do.
cero, Nicholas Lujan, Leon Mestas,
A YEAR
15c A COPY
Samuel McMartin, Heirs of Marcela $1.50
Popular Mechanics Magazine
V. Martinez, Mary E. Munns, Walter
6 No. Michigan Aw., CHICACO
TranY. Munns, M,anuel Montoya,
Keeping It Up.
quilino Martinez, Martin Mascarenas,
Shortly
after the death of one of
Demecia Maestas, Luciano Martinez,
great poets one of his deEngland's
Donaciono
Martinez,
Maximiliano
visited the little vilvoted
admirers
Maestasi, Juan Martinez, Deciderio
lage where the poet had lived and died.
Montoya, George Miller Charles
The stranger entered into conversaM,arthy McCarty, Sefapio tion with an old man, a native of the
Nieto, Taylor Presley, Charles H. village, remarking sadly on the death
Pruden, Jessie Pate, Edward D. Per-riof the poet. "Aye, aye," answered the
Edwin B. Perrin, Edward B. old man encouragingly: "still I niak'
Perrin, Gregorio Quintana, Silbanio no dcobt but the wife'll carry the
'
Roybal, John Ruffertshoeffer, Lor-tt- a business on."
Archuleta de Rael, Pablo Ribbal,
Jose Leon Romero, Antonio Rivali,
Nothing Too Sacred.
Augustine A. Rivard, Moses R. StevI am not prepared to admit that
ens, Francisco Sandoval, Francisco there is, or can be, properly speaking,
Sanchez, Jose M. Masalaz, Juan An- in the world anything that is too sadres Sanchez, Heirs of Isabelita San- cred to be known Browning.
chez, Callitano Sena, Manuel J.
Smith. Wm. A. Smith, Leandro Sala- I ÜlffitVmni
riar, Biton Trujillo, Moses S. Toon,
Grover B. Toon, Jose M. Tapia, Clin- on Traister, Daniel C. Traister, Jos. t
Are Too
Woman
Thomas, Telesfor Trujillo, Nobertoj
Vigil, Jose I. Valdez, Richard. F. Wilson, Geo. Wheeler,' Wm. Wright,
Willard, Lula. Warinnér, Max
o
WTeil, Gilford E. Youst.

ti

Telephone 123

Also a Car of Cement

che Clayton Land Office a number of
ears, and will be delivered to any-
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10 THE PUBLIC:
The following patents have been in
one

woodwas
Kind and Generous.
"Are you kind and generous toward
your neighbors?' asked the uplifter.
"I should say I am," replied Mr. Cross-lots- .
"I let 'em listen to my phonograph every evening and never chargi-'eta cent."

Local Businet
$2.50 per m

rYivate l ire
$3.00 per mo.

Local Residence
$1.50 'per mo.

just received at Goodman.

Strength of Character.
Strength of character is not mere:
strength of feeling it is the resolute
dren. Murphy proudly asserted that restraint of strong feeling. It is unhis eldest "child" was aged fifty, and yielding resistance to whatever would
the youngest a b:ibv, and all the iam-ll- disconcert U3 from without or unsetwere fed on rabbits.
tle us from within. Charles Dickens.
y

Dr. S. Locke, D. D. S.
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Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Withrut Pain.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
c

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register U. S. Land

,

to do your Dental work.

alfolí

ne
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Promising" Investment.

"The lasting, delightful perfupe of
the age. One who can prove that
the perfume of Otto Mohini is not
lasting for four days by putting five
drops on the handkerchief will be rewarded Rs. 100 cash. Try only small
tube and get the reward." Advertisement in Hitavada. Punch.
.
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AT ALL DRUGGISTS
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IS CHILD GROSS
RECORD-BREAKIN-

FEVERISH,

SH

If tongue
Mother!
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."

Look,

WITHOUT STRUGGLE.

is Postoffice,
Expire

Indian, and Shipping Bills

With It: President

Wil-

son Signs Seamen's Measure.

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
etomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
eours, then your little one becomes
feverish, don't eat,
cross, half-sicsleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
jBtomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" because it is perfectly
harmless ; children love it, and it never fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
bottle
Ask at the store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
e

50-ce-

One More.

The valiant Sir Knight had been
boasting of his victorious deeds before
the fair company.
"I heard of one engagement which
you have failed to mention, forsooth,"
remarked Sir Gregory.
"When I killed the eighty knights
with?" inquired the valiant.
"No; this was a certain charge in
which you were the leader," replied
Sir Gregory.
"But I have led so many, I cannot
remember," said the valiant.
"But," returned Sir Gregory, "this is
still remembered. It was for a suit
of clothes you had from Snip, the
tailor, some two years since, and the
charge still appeareth on the book."
And then they scrapped right merrily.
--

SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY IT!
Keep Your Locks Youthful, Dark,
Glossy and Thick With Garden

Sage and Sulphur.
When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing
this mixture,
though, at home is mussy and troublesome. For 50 cents you can buy at
any drug store the ready-to-ustonlo
called "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You just dampen a
sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one smáll strand at a time. By morning all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
You will also disand luxuriant.
cover dandruff is gone and hair has
stopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no
is a sign of old age, and as we
all desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur and look years
younger. Adv.
,
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dis-graé-
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His Source of Supplies.
Say, I've got a new joke for
you, Omar.
Omar Where did you dig it up In

Heiny

a graveyard?

SESSION DIES

G

Indianapolis Star.

Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundresg
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

Hudson Maxim says the aerial bomb

is a moral force. Has a tendency to
make a fellow good,

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington. The Sixty - third

ngressa
spectsexpired
record-breake-

r

in many

by limitation

Core-

at noon

March 4th.

With an unusual record of legislation accomplished, bang3 of gavels in
the Senate and the House sounded
"Tap3" on the session launched a
month after President Wilson's inauguration two years ago.
"Swan sopgs" were sung by retiring
House members. Resolutions of felicity were given Speaker Clark and the
party leaders. A costly oil painting of
himself was the members' gift to the
retiring Democratic leader, Representative Underwood.
vigil Congress
After an ,
showed an unexpected burst of speed
and practically finished its legislative
work nearly two houre before tho time
of adjournment.
Two of the principal appropriation
bills, the postal bill and the Indian
bill, failed at the last moment, and
joint resolutions were passed extending the current appropriations for the
Postoffice Department and the Indian
Bureau over the next fiscal year.
The clause in the poctoffice appropriation bill providing that assistant
postmasters be abolished, was eliminated by the conference report.
The House finally passed and sent
to the President the resolution passed
by the Senate, giving the President
power to enforce this nation's neutrality.,
The ship purchase bill is dead.
Administration senators, threatened
with continuation of the Republican
filibuster, did not plan another attempt
to revive it. The bill dies in conferall-nig-

ence.

,

Rural credits legislation also is dead.
Instead, a congressional commission is
authorized to investigate the whole
subject and report to the next Congress by Jan. 1, 1916.
The House passed the bill providing
aid to Alaskan agricultural colleges;
approved dropping the impeachment
charges against former judge Daniel
Thew Wright, and, as a tribute to, the
veteran representative, Bartlett ot
Georgia, who retires, passed a bill appropriating $50,000 for a federal building at Forsyth, Georgia.
Cleaned Slates.
The House, cleaning its slate before
ten o'clock, settled down to wait for
noon. Democratic Leader Underwood,
making his last speech on the floor
for he goes to the Senate In the
Congress declared the House
had done its work ,and it would not be
the fault of that body if the government's finances were not cared for.
Tse Senate, after concurring with
the House extension of the postal and
Indian appropriations, went into executive session to work on nominations.
President Wilson went to the capítol at 10 o'clock and promptly began
signing the accumulation of bills and
resolutions.
The President signed the La
seamen's bill improving the
vorking conditions of American seamen and increasing lifesavlng equipment requirements.
Records Smashed.
In. time consumed the Congress
whlcCi ended on the 4th smashed records. It had been in session 637 days.
The special session called in April,
1913, leaped into the December session that year, which continued until
last October, adjourning only flvé
weeks before the present session be
gan last December.
Sixty-fourt-

h

Fol-lett- e
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RUSSIA'S

RIVER

MIGHTY

Empire Owes Much to Historic Volga,
Which Plays Important Part In
Life of Nation.
In Russia the rivers are large and
sluggish, owing to their great length
and slight fall. The Volga is the longest river in Europe. It is 2,300 miles
in length that is, three times as long
as the Rhine yet its total fall Is only

Strolling down Fifth

Avenue, the New

a little over eight hundred feet
The peat bogs in the Valdai hills,
where it takes its rise, are only 750
feet above sea level, while Astrákhan,
at the mouth, is 65 feet below the level
of the sea.
The Russian fondly speaks and sings
of it as "Matushka Volga," or "Little
Mother Volga," in gratitude, no doubt,
for the bounteous supply of fish, caviar
and game, as well as comforts and
pleasures afforded by this historic
stream, which plays so important a
part in the economic life of the na-

Yorker lights a
FAT I MA. Progressive young men

everywhere buy
three times as many

FATIMAS as any
other 15c cigarette.

tion.
The products of Asia and Europe
are carried on. its waters; the two
thousand odd river steamers are always busy, and the huge rafts, consisting often of thousands of logs, being
floated or pulled down the stream, represent a small portion of the riches of

1

VS.'r

Russia's inexhaustible forest lands.
Where Man Wins.
An

ant can carry a grain of corn ten

times the weight of its own body,
while a horse and a man can carry a
burden only about equal to their own
weight. Indianapolis News.
But we defy any ant to sit perfectly
'
motionless in a dimly lit parlor for
four hours with a female of the species twice its own weight on its lap,
all the time wearing a grin of ecstatic
happiness.
Expensive Substitutes.'
Footlighte I took your understudy
to dinner and she trimmed me good.
Miss Sue Brette-Wb- y,
don't you
read the papers?
"Sure."
"Well, haven't you noticed the advice given in some advertisement beware of substitutes?"

Beauty
Is Only Skin Deep

It is vitally necessary there-for-

e,

that you
talfe good care
of you; skin.

V

ZONA POMADE

if used regularly will beautify and
preserve your complexion and help
you retain the bloom of early youth
for many years. Try it for 30
days. If not more than satisfied
An I frustration.
you get your money back. 50c
"4 shoemaker Is a good Instance of at druggists or mailed direct.

the kind of man the classes wish to
meet in the masses."
"Why a shoemaker?"
"Because the sole purpose of his
labors is to support his uppers."
STRENGTH.
Overloading
The Stomach.
Without

The business man, especially, needs
food in the morning that will not overload the stomach, but give mental vigor for the day.
Much depends on the start a man
gets each day as to how he may expect to accomplish the work on hand.
He can't be alert with a heavy, f

breakfast, requiring
energy
in digesting it.
a lot of vital
Calif,
man
found a food
A
business
energy. He
producing
combination for
writes:
"For years I was unable to find a
breakfast food that had nutrition
enough to sustain a business man
without overloading his stomach, causing indigestion and kindred ailments.
"Being a very busy and also ,a very
nervous man, I had about decided to
give up breakfast altogether. But luckily I was induced to try Grape-Nut"Since that morning I háve been a
new man; can work without tiring,
my head is clear and my nerves strong
and quiet.
with a little
"I find that Grape-Nutsugar and a small quantity of cold
milk, makes a delicious morning meal,
which invigorates me for the day's
.
business."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
"
Creek, Mich. Read, "The Road to
in pkgs. 'There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appear from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and (all of human
.
Interest.
s.

s,

Well-ville,-

Zona Company,. Wichita, Kan.

li H.P.
2iH.
S

Chore Boy Engine, $28.50
P. Hired Man Engine, $35.00

discount for cash with order.

10

Days Free Trial.

Absolutely guaranteed to operate to your entire
satisfaction. Pump water, run separator, churn,
grind feed. Sold and Guaranteed by
L. A. WATKIHS MDSE. CO.- - DENVER. COLO.

25 lbs.

Genuine Btatchfords Calf Meal
lbs. $3 SO
lbs. $2.00-1- 00
$1.00-- 50

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 oz.
package 10c 3 more starch for same money.
1--

DEFIANCE STARCH CO.. Omaha. Nebraski
SHIP
YOUR

BROOM CORN
TO US FOR BEST RESULTS

CHEAP GagaSa RATES
LIBERAL LOANS MADE

WRITE

US

COYNE BROTHERS

118 W. SOUTH WATER ST.-- CHICAGO

Pianos

Victrolas

Mention catálog you are interested in and
we'll send it free, prepaid, with full information of our "EASY PAY PLAN." We
prepay freight charges and sell under a
"money back" guarantee.
THE

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-

MUSIC CO., Cemer.Cslo.

THE BJPiLN

'ERSONAL!

A

JL3H-AttLEKl- U
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Dan Laumbach was in town
Wednesday buying supplies for
the ranch. He reports everything fine with his stock this winter and plenty of feed if it does

Encouraging

All kinds of fancy candy at storm.

Fair view Pharmacy.

'

A Car Load of Wagons &
There are still a few copies of
the "Roy Cook Book" on hand. Farm Implements.
Goodman Merc. Co.
They are still the supreme authority on all matters Culinary
Jasper Nutter drove down from
You can buy them at this office
or from any member of the Lad- Dawson this week with a horse
s
ies' AJd Society of the Christian and buggy and visited his
and friends for a few days
Church.
returning home on the train
Wednesday. He plans to come
J. M. George returned Sunday down and put in a crop this sumfrom Oklahoma and is glad to be mer but is loyal to the CoalTown
back in Roy again. He says it where he draws his salary.

Industry and Thrift we Consider
A Most Worthy Aim

par-nnt-

loooks good to him to see stock in
such fine condition out grazing
Get onr prices on Grocer
on the range in N. M. as he saw ies.
Big Reduction on all
little of it where he' was.
Staple goods. G. M. Co.

ECONOMISTS agreé there are just two
essentials in the production of wealth-La- bor
l.
and
No amount of
Industry without Economy and no amount of
economy without industry will result in accumulation.
Self-Denia-

It is the Policy of this Bank
I

to encourage thrift and economy-alon- g
practical lines.
No account too large, none too mall, to receive careful consideration and protection.

I f he Jrlym

The

mam
ir aran
PI

'

api

Imolemeiits
We have now in stock a Complete Line of
this well known make of DISC and SU N
rs
PLOWS, Disc Harrows, Cultivators,
and a variety of other Farm ImpleCorn-Plante-

ments.

The Celebrated T. G. Mandt
Wagons In both Farm and Mountain styles.
Made by the MOLINE PLOW Co.

Sold Exclusively in this Territory
By the

Kpy

Trust and

Savings Benk,
of

ROY

Levi A. Brown came in WedA team was tied to hitch rack
,
assessnesday to make out his
on the streets of Roy Monday
sick
has
He
been
and
list.
ment
afternoon and at nine o'closk Wed-

unable to get to town for some nesday morning the poor animals
time.
were still standing there covered
with snow and suffering from
The Ladies of Roy will serve hunger. We are impatient for
lunch during the evening of Mar. the time when this town can be
17th at the I.O.O. F. Hall for the incorporated and have ordinances
which will make it the duty of
benefi t of the Band boys.
A.Waldo Morris, thetelephone citizens or officers to interfere
ineman, patroled the telephone with this sort of cruelty. If the
ine from here to Springer, this driver of a team can spend the
week, returning Tuesday even money to get drunk and forget to
go home he ought to be made to
ing.
pay for shelter and feed for his
team as well.
The Odd Fellows bf Mosquero
This is a frequent occurrence
will try to meet this week to orand it is hard to get used to when
ganize a Lodge. They fell down
you have been used to different
last week on account of bad
customs.
weather
Wolcott Russel has sold bis
'Ford" to Rev. Ford, of Solano,
and has purchased a rubber tired
buggy and set of single harness
instead,
The new Barber Pole at the
"Whisker-millis a really ornamental piece of'street furniture
and no one can pass the place
without getting the ' Hunch' 'it
is. intended to give you.
"

Mercantile

c

A Union County Sheriff was in
Sunday subpoenaing wit
nesses to Clayton to attend the
Woodward Franklin trial. Dr.
Self, Irvin Ogden Jr. the Sands
bury boys and others.
Roy

A. R. Davis returned from his

trip to Kansas City Sunday. He
reports the worst snow storm
in years nthat part of the country and weather and street con
ditions insufferable. The little
inconveniences Which we have
suffered here from the neoded
moisture are not to be mentioned
with conditions there where they
don't need it.

If we were farming this sum
mer we would use the disc at
present to assist in collecting and
retaining moisture and do the
plowing just before planting
time, soil plowed now will not
hold moisture or conserve humus
for plant developement later.

THE
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Ireland's Patron Saint

NOT

THE STOUT

FOR
FULL

SHORT,

SKIRTS

FOR SLIM

ADAPTED

FIGURES.

DESIGNED

FOR THE EVENING?

Costumer's Triumph Made Manifest In
Selection of Colors for This
Charming Gown.

The evening gown shown in the
drawing would have been striking
Average Woman of Middle Age Will whatever colors had been chosen for
Find It Hard to Wear the Coming
its design, but developed in black and
white it has acquired distinction. The
Styles One of the New
graceful fall of lace over the shoulder
Picture Hats.
Although the outline of the moment
cannot be said to be "early Victorian,"
because of the generous dimensions of
the waist, it is yet true that from the
waist down the newest outline recalls
the quaint fashions which were in vogue when the great Queen Victoria
was a young girl.
There, Is the Bame very short, and
very full skirt and more often than
not the same shapeless coatee which
opena in front over a little lace or tulle
chemisette.
It may be said at once that the
gowns of the immediate future will be
exceedingly attractive when worn by
Just the right girl or woman, but it is
hard to see how they can be made
possible for the average woman of
thirty-fivor forty.
Of course, It is true that our dress
makers are clever at arranging and al
tering existing 6tyles to suit individual
forms, but at the same time the fact
remains that a very short, full skirt
can never look really well on a stout

c

'

J.

e

IfTff

m
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figure.
The illustration shows one of the
new picture hats made of white vel
vet. The flat brim is double and the
trimmings consist of a quaint cockade
made of black moire ribbon and sable.
This model has been carried out in
dark blue mirror velvet and also In a
heavy make of black satin.
The important point is that the trim
ming should be quite small, brt uncom
mon and original. Flat brimmed hats
of this order will be .very., popular , al
through the spring and summer. They
will not be exaggeratedly large and with

ilk
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On March 17, in or about the year 465, St. Patrick, consecrated bishop
Ireland, died at Saul, In County Down, Ireland, In the seventy-eightyear
of his age. Today, more than fourteen centuries later, his day is celebrated
with reverence and with rejoicing throughout the English speaking world,
for the Irish are everywhere, and nowhere now are they hanging men and
women, too, for the wearing of the green.
of

melting sweetness of his message
turned Dlchu into a stanch friend on
the spot, and straightway he gave a
barn to be used as a temporary church
and land on which to build a permanent one and the place is known to
this day as Saul, (Saul meaning barn).
Peaceful Conquest of Erin.
So the blessed man went up and
down the island leaving the broad
track of light behind him. He gathered together the chiefs and their
clans that had been warring among
themselves and he made them into one
solid body. For the Irish never do
things by halves, ánd their love and
chivalry responded to the appeal of
the apostle of Erin. It wasn't giving
to the church with one hand and
6natchlng back with two they were
not a Bit of it only each one trying
to outdo his neighbor in goodness and
Don't think that It was
all easy sailing. The saint met with
much opposition and had many threats
made on his life, but that didn't feaze
him one whit. The strongest opponents he had were the Druids, as the
pagan priests were called He determined to put a stop to them, and went
right Into their stronghold at Tara,
where they were holding high Jinks,
and began the celebration of Easter
by lighting the Easter fire, for it was
Easter eve. The royal command was
sent to Patrick to present himself to
the court at Slane. There he was received with dudgeon and welcomed by
the royal bard Dubbthack. It was Just
what he wanted and he began to
preach to them and converted more
than half of them on the 6pot, gaining
the king's permission to preach in any
part of Ireland he wished.
No need to tell him twice.
Prom
Connaught he traveled to the Lakes
of Killarney, from the east to the west
self-sacrific- e.

h

and from the north to the south, back
and fTth he went baptizing thousands.
His last years were spent near Saul,
advising and teaching those who were
to take up his work and follow after
him. And on the J7th of March, In
the year 493, "he was translated to
heaven."
heaven." Much has been said about
just where his grave is, but as long as
we know that his ashes rest in the soil
of Inlsfail, what matter?
And today Erin's sens are scattered
far and wide doing the world's work.
Literature, science and art have drawn
from the Irish resources, not to mention t.hat hardworking team, "Mike and
Pat," that keep body and soul together
for half of the vaudeville performers-noth- ing
is so easy to attempt as the
Irish brogue. Maybe you've noticed
that the underdone bits are rarer than
the overdone ones? Professional humorists, bad manners to them, would
become extinct entirely if the same
pair were not handy fo have smart answers wished onto the end3 of their
tingues. 'Tis not saying the Irish are
not witty I am, but only so
that the sins of the world are
grafted graciously upon them.

the rich black velvet of the

"corselet" girdle showing through, a
most artistic effect has been achieved.
The fall of lace over the shoulder has
been weighted on the points with pearl
The little tucker which
tassels.
shows at front and back of the corsage
is of shirred white tulle. Of this the
tunic is formed and Joined to the
bodice at the line of the hip with a
full ruching of the same. This tunic
is spangled with silver sequins to the
depth of a foot from the lower edge.
The kirt of white satin is caught in
the back drapery with pale yellow
roses.
NOT

HARD

TO

CLEAN

HATS

Little Need to Despair When Matter
of Renovation Becomes a Pressing Necessity.

Spring Model by "Jane," a
A quick and effective way to clean
Hat With a Double white felt hats is to make a paste of
Velvet
White
Brim and Quaint Cocarde of Sable flour and gasoline, rub it into the hat
and Moire Ribbon.
and hang it in the ir. When dry it
will" look Just like new, with all dust
the trimming will always be of the
and finger marks gone.
simplest description.
To clean white plumes, take one
This is a shape which may be said
quart
of gasoline and divide it into
for
becoming,
to be universally
and
Darts,
two
lust a little more in one
again
we
revived
find
this reason
it
part than in the; other. Take one cup
and again.
of flour and mix with the larger part,
then shake the plume thoroughly in.
Prim Bows and Turnover Collars.
Accessories like black velvet belts, this part and rinse it in the smaller
caught with smoked pearl buckles, and part. Shake well. In the air
prim velvet bows with ends fastening and to destroy the odor of the gasoIRISH PROVERBS
The tinsel braids and ribbons
below turnover white collars of stiff line.
so much used at present can
are
that
He who gets a name for early ris- organdie, and lace berthas around the
or refreshed by washing
cleaned
be
caught
decolletage
with
ing may sleep all day.
a toothbrush that has been
Where there's a woman there's roses or camellias, are Victorian them with
dipped first in suds and then in am
talk, and where there's geese there's trifles that are being glimpsed.
monia.
cackling.
A good way to clean children's bon-- ;
A woman has an excuse readier
Checked Sports Coats.
Checked sports coats are still worn. nets made from Angora wool is to dust
than an apron
A man ties a knot with his tongue They are made in every fabric which talcum powder through them, rubbing
can be induced to show checks, even them in the hands as if washing. Lay
that his teeth will not loosen.
will,
your
own
like the women in velvets, and they are quite as ef- them away for, half a day, then remove
Have
have.
fective when frost chills the air as all traces of powder by shaking. They
a
rule
a
without
wife,
a
pig
they were when summer suns warmed will be as white and fluffy as when
Three
'
',
new.
and a mule.
it.
good-nature-

An Early

,

d

to-dr-

full-blow-
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Notice for Publication

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FORPUBUCMION.

Department

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.

Department of the Interior,

U. S. Land Office

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
Feb. 8, 1915.
E.
of Solano,
Tiller,
Melville
To
You.
Contestee:
New Mexico,
are hereby notified that Alfred L.
Bewman who gives Solano, New
e
address,
Mexico, as his
1915,
file in this
did on Jan. 27th,
office his duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancellation of your H. E. No.
Serial No. 09431, made Out. 12, 1909
.

post-offic-

for

NWJ-SW-

J,

&

NJ-N-

SWi-NW-

J.

Section 24, Township 19N
Range 26 East N. M. P. Meridian,
and as grounds for bis contest he alMelville E. Tiller
leges that said
has deserted and totally abandoned
said land, has maje no improvements
and has never cultivated said land,
that said defect exists and has existed
for two years last past and
down to and including the present time
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to lile m this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, únder oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office duo proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is'made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service(
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the perso
by whom the delivery was made stat
ing when and where the copy was delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt ior
the letter.

Feb. 26 1915
NOTICE is hereby given that

.

Irvin S. Ogden
oí Solano,

who on
Additional

,

New Mexico,
made 0

entries,

serial Nos.
Sec 11 andNEJ
19N Range 27
E, New Mexico Principal Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make'
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Roy, New Mexico, on the
14th day of April 1915
02569&017980 for SEJ
Sec 14 Township
-

2d
' 3d
" 4th

"

"
"

'

"

Mar

"

1915

27

"

6,

2--

3--

Ior Publication.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Notice
Feb 26 1615
Feb. 13, 1915
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that Jose V.
NOTICE is hereby given that
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. Martinet of Albert N M who on Nov
Leander J Fox.
Feb 8th 1915 16,07&Mar. 5 1913 made HE Serial
of Roy, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that Pemberton no 015429 Add'l 05856 for
who on
1908 and
HE P.Blake,
NWi-SW- l
SWi-SofvSolanoN.M.who on
wiNE
06945 and Add'l No. 012963 SEi&SWl
10 Twp 2ÜN Rng 28K
made HE No 01582 & 010771
Sec. 28 Twp. 21N Range 28 E
for NEJ & NWi, Sec.ll Twpl9N Rng N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
N. M. P. Meridian, has
28E. n. m.p. Meridian, has filed notice intention to make final three year proof
filed notice of intention to make
final three year to establish claim to the land above
three year proof, to establish claim of intention to make
claim to the land described, before W. H. Willcox U S
to
proof,
establish
to the land above described,
above described, before F. H. Foster Commissioner at Roy N.M
before F. H. Foster, U. S.
U. S. Commissioner at his office at on the day of 3 . April 1915.
Commissioner, at Roy, Wew Mexic)
claimant names as witnesses:
Roy, N. M. on the 26 day of Mar.
on the 14th day of April 1915 Decederio Gallegos
Nasario Baca
1915.
Claimant names ,as witnesses'
Manuel Mascarenas Doroteo Martinez
Claimant names as witnesses:
JohnNowfin
Henrj Little
Roy, N M
of Albert N. M.
Hugh A Murphy
O.
A. Murphy
Carl Nugen
Samuel Bland of Roy
Paz Valverde,
W. R. Bradley
MarkL Woods
New Mexico.',
0
Register.
N. M.
All
Solano
of
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
Paz Valverde,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

For Publication

"

Si-S-

3.

10-5-- 08

El

&Sj-NW.Se-

c.

0

2--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land; Office at Clayton, N. M.
Feb 26 195
NOTICE is hereby given that

John W Rea of Mosquero N M, who
on May

11 190

New Mexico.

.

vLVEHDE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
'

Feb. 28, 1915
is hereby given that
Jasinta B. Deschamps of Bueyeros,
and
N.M. who, on
made Homestead entry No, 07397 and New Mexico, who, on Feb. 11th, 1911
Sec, 31 Twp.202
H. E. 012812 SW1-SE- 1
Addl' 017622 for SEJ and SW
SWl-N1&2
Section 6
and
and
Lots
26E.
N.M.P.
N
21
Rng
Sec. 5. Twp.
M. P.
31E
N.
19N,
Range
"Township
Meridian has
Intenof
Meridian,
filed
to
notice
make
has
intention
of
notice
filed
three Year Proof, to establish claim tion to makt Five Yerr Proof, to esto the land above described, before tablish claim to the land above desU S Com'r at
F H Foster
cribed, before
Roy. N M on the 3b
U. S
I W H. Willcox.
1915.
Commissioner, M his office at Roy
day of Apr
Claimant names as witnesses.
N. M. on the 14th' day of April 1915.
M.
Claimant names as witnesses: Wm.
S.
Berentz
G. W. Hewlett
Adam Griego
Margarito
E.
Garcia
La
Rue
J.
Geo. Cochrane
N. M.
Bueyeros.
of
P. B. Marez,
all of Mills New Mexico,
of Albert
Ed Deschamps,
Paz Valverde
New Mexico.
Register.
.
PAZ VALVERDE
Register.
NOTICS

Register

3--

School Sections
In Mora County
The following is a list of the vacant School sections in the above
county on February 1st, 1915, which
are subject to lease for grazing or
agricultural purposes.
In some cases only parts of sections
are vacant. The vacant area will be
furnished upon request.
Blank applications or further information in regard to the rental price
will be furnished upon request to the
Commissioner of Public Lands Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
See, Twp. Rge.
Sec. Twp. Rge.
16 18N
32 19N
32 19N
32 19n
2 20N
2 20N
16 20N
32 2CN
32 20N
2 20N
2 20N

.

24E
21E
24E
26E
21E

32
36
2
32
32
32
2
33
2
32
36

22E
22E
22E
23K

24E

-

27 E

21N
21N
21N
21N
21N
21N
22N
22N
23N
23N
23N

21E
21E
22E
22E
23E
24E
21 E
24E
19E
19E
20E

Robert P, Ervien

r

Ei

(

2-- 20

3--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Register.

Department of the Interior.
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Notice is heredv given
Jan, 13, 1915
that Henry Clay Be'ntley of Mills,

5,

Notice

PAZ

'NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Antonio Montoya of Roy, N. M. who ,
1910. made HE No. 012005, for
Sec 4 and 7&8 Section, 5,
5&6
Lots
Township 20 N.
Range 25 East,
has filed notice of
N.M.P. Meridian,
intention to make final three-yea- r
Proof
to establish his claim to the land abve
described, before F.H Foster
U. S, Commissioner, athisofflc in Roy,
N;M. on the 27th day of Mar 1915
Claimant names as witnesses,
on

2--

"

13,

j.

as

--

"

Sj-S-

U.S.Land Office, Clayton, New Mex.
Feb. 8, 1915.,
Notice is hereby given that Miguel

Adolfo Montoya Reynaldo Montoya
Claimant names as witnesses: An-JClaimant names as witnesses
Celedón Esquibel Anastacio Esquibel
W Johnson
Irvin Ogden of Roy
Tiofilo
Pena
Garcia
Desiderio
All of Roy N M
Ernest Choate, Marion Conner SolEncarnación Sandoval Gallegos NM
Paz Valverde,
ano NM
Ramon N M
Lionardo Martines
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Register
Paz Valverde, Register.

made HE 07058 for
10
18N Rng28E N.M.P.
Twp
Sec
SWJ
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to rnaka Five Year Proof to establish claim to the land above desanswer
cribed before F.H. Foster U,S. ComYou should state in your
the name of the postoffice to which missioner at Roy N.M. on the 14th
you desire future notices to be sent to day of April 1915
Claimant names a
witnesses'
you.
A, H. Mc Glothlin
Paz Valverde, Register.
John Mc Neil
Will
Loftin
1915
Lucerio
Garcia Mosquero
Date of 1st publication, Feb 20,
'

Department of the Interior
US Land Office,' Clayton, N M
Fep. 23, 1915,
Notice is hereby given that Catarino
Trujillo, of Galleaos N M, who, on
March 14 1812,
made
Homestead entry Seirial no. 014469
for Lots 3 & 4 Sec. 4 Twp 17
Sec 33 Twp 18 N Range 30 E, NMP M
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before Juanita G.Gonzales U S Commissioner at
Gallegos, N, M, on the 8th. day of
Apr. 1915.

3--

4
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A

Time-Save-

r.

every
Farmer Oatcake "Mandy,
up
over
to
be
worked
feller's bound
the political situation this year." Mrs.
Oatcake "Mebbe, Silas; j but as It
only takes you a few minutes to vote,
I don't jest see the sense of talking
about It for three months ahead."

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.,
Feb. 13, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Gabriel
Martinez of DeHaven N.M..who on 3
1910, made HE. 07494 Adl.
Sec. 11
Serial No. 010795 for SJ-SSec)2
1
14
29E
N.
M.
Rng
21N
13Twp.
Section
P
MeridiaD has filed notice of intention
to make three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
f ore- U. S. Commissioner W. H.
Willcox at his office, at Roy. N. M.
on the 3rd day of April 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Samuel Quintana
Juan Belarde
Gallegos
Gallegos
Decedério
Pedro
4--

El

Si-SW- J

EJ-NW-

all of De Haven N. M.
Paz Valverde,
2-- 20

Register.

3--

NOTICE

F0R PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Feb. 13 1915. .
is
hereby
given
Notice
that William
Carlisle Bradley of Mosquero ,New
Mexico, who on Dec ,15 1910
012101 & Add'l 014046
made HE.
SElSec. 9 andSWi Sec. 10, Twp.
19N, Rng. 28 E
NMP
Meridian
has filed notice of iLtention
to make final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before F.H.Foster. U S. Commissioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
the 3rd day of Apr. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses;
W R Bradley
OA Murphy
of Mosquero N, M.
P Blake
T J Htimann of Roy N. M,
Paz Valverde
Register.
10-20--

.

The Rothschilds.
Of course any attempt by an outsider at estimating the wealth of the
Rothschilds must be in the nature of

a guess, but there are excellent reasons for concluding that the family
is worth at Iw si.4u0.noo,W

2-- 20

3--

